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FOREWORD

Greetings on behalf of the NAGWS Board
of Directors. WI. are apprcciative of the work
our teachers, coaches, officials and adminis-
trators do for Girls and Women in Sport at
all levels of competition. Our publications
are designed to meet your needs. If you have
suggestions for changes or additions we
would be teeeptive to them. I urge you to

dli I*
take advantage of our coaches conferences
and events sponsored by structures of
NAGWS.

Best wishes in your work and 0 n Joint S
efforts in "Building Tomorrow Today ... L. Leotus Morrison
committed to quality and equality." /VA G WS President

Geri Polvino
NAGWS Guide

Coordinator

The NAGWS Guide has a long tradition
of' providing up.to-date knowledge for pro-
fessionals working with girls and women in
sport. With the acceleration of' female par-
ticipation, the NAGWS Guide has responded
with changes in forinat and increased efforts
to protect the quality and value of the pub-
lication. The content of the Guide varies hut
in genenil includes material dealing with
rules and officiating techniques; the appli-
cation of current research to teaching and
coaching; and methods for evaluating per.
formance and analyzing movement and
teaching skills. Selected resource materials

are also included. the material i5 written by professionals from all
over the United States and includes information for all age levels.
Numerous volunteers compile the material for distribution by the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance. Thousands of professionals will use the Guide,

It is with pleasure that we greet and welcome you to the NAGWS
Guide.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT

The National Association for Girls and Wonwn in Sport is a
_ nonprofit, educational organization designed to serve the needs of

participants, teachers, coaches. leaders and administrators m sports
programs for girls and women. lt is one of seven associations of the
Amencan Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recication 3nd
Dance.

Purpose
lite purpose of the National Association for Girls and Women m

Sport i+ to foster the development of sports programs tor the enrkh-
im:nt ot the life of the partici:lant

Mid
The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport belkves

that.
Sports are an integral part cif the culture in which we live.
Sports programs are 3 part of the total educational experience of

the participant when conducted in educational institutions.
Opportunitws for instruction and participation in sports appru .

priate to her skill levd should be included in the experience of ewry
girl,

Sport+ skill+ 4nd sports partidpation are valuable social and
reczationaI tools which may be used to enrich the lives of wonwn in
our societ y.

Competition and cooperation may be demonstrated in all sports
programs, although the type and intensity of the uompethion and
cooperation will vary with the degree or level of skill of the partici-
pants,

An understanding of the relationship between emnpromise and
cooperation and the utilization of both within the accepted frame-
work of our sticiety is one of the desirable outcomes of sports
participation .

Physical 31. tiv0 1 important in the maintenance of the general
health of the participant.

Participation in sports ccintributes to the development of self-
confidence and to the establishment of desirable inwrpersonal
relationships.

Function
The National Association for Girls and Wonwn in Sport promotes

desirable sports programs through:

I
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I. Formularing and publicizing guiding principles and standards for
the administrator, leader, official, and player.

.1. Puhhshing and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and
women.

3. Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating officials.
4. Disseminating information on the conduct of girls and women's

sports.
S. Stimulating. evaluating. and disseminating research in the field of

girls and women's sports.
6 Cooperating with Allied groups interested in girls and women's

sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the
conduct of wtmlen's sports.

7. Providing opportunities for the development of leadership among
girls and women for the conduct of their sports programs.

D
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

Standards in spurts activities tor girls and women should be based
upon the following
1. Sports activities for girls and women should he taught. coached,

and officiated by qualified women wherwver and wherever
possible

2. Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activi-
ties.

3. "Ilw results of competition should he Judged in terms of knots
ti, the portttitoutitY rather than by the winning of . haniplonShipS
of the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organila-
lions.

Hula and Safety Standards for Players

Caretul supervision ut the health of all players must be provided
by
1 An Otaillination by a qualified physician
2. Written permission by a qualified phician after serious illness or

injury
3. Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or

show signs 01 emotional instability
4. A healthful. safe, and sanitary environment for spurts activity
5 1 mutation of competition to a geographical area which win

permit players to return at reasonable hours, provision of safe
transportation.

Comore Policies

I. Select the members of all teams so that they play against those of
approsimately the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange th i. schedule of games and practices so as not to place
demands on the team or player which would jeopardize the
educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.

.3 Discourage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a tearn
for more than one group while competing in that sport during the
same sport season,

4 Promote social events in connection with all forms of com-
petition

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE
An requests for information about services should be addressed

fo 1- wcutive Director. National Association for Girls and Women
in Sport I NAt ;WSJ. AAHPERD. 1201 16th Street. N.W ., Washing-
ton. D.C. 20036,

/ 6 a



NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden
its base of personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this form is to offer readers an opportunity to join us in
meeting this need. Please comnlete this form and send it to the
Awiociatt Guide Coordinator-elect, Jean L. Perry, University of
Illinois-Urbana, Champaign. 107 Huff Gym, Champaign. IL 61820.

Name .r1.I1.
Professional Address.... .

City _ _ _ State__ _ ZIP Code___
1. Check the Sport Committees) which would be of interest to

you :

. _ Aquatics _ _ Fencing --Soccer
_ Archery -- Field 'Simko' Softball
__Badminton __Flag loutball Speedball

Itaskeiball _Golf _Squash
. Bowling Gymnastics Synchrontred Swimming

.._.Competiiive Swimming _Lacrosse _ Team Handball
. Cross country Track __Orienteering ___ Tennis
.CrossCountry Skiing _ Racquetball _ Track and field

living Skiing Volleyball
_Water Pnlo

2. Would you like to serve as mernb .r of a Sp.irts Guide Committee
of your interest? __Yes __No

3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? _Yes No
Possible topic or title _ . _ . _

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have
included in future Guides' (Please indicate sport.)

. .

S. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible vmmit tee members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, if necessary.)

Name . . . Sport(s)

Professional Aildress

City. .. ..__ State Zip Code
*arts Committee Member rl Prospective Author CI (Check one)

I 1



Sports Academies of the NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport: A AHPERD

1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

NAME
ird

ADDRESS
fret

FOR OFFICE USE

DT . t. MT:
('K

. . _ _
cdy Oar tipr.. AAHPER1) MEMBERS: Membership number as it appears on your journal label:

Teachinsgbai.hing level (please check ) College Jr. Coll:ge _High School
Jr. High_ Elementary- Other

, Please check the academies you wish to join:* 0 Bilultointoo 0 Bayketball 0 Field Hockey
U Gymnastics 0 Sogcer 0 Softball 0 Swimming/Diving 0 Synchronized Swimming
0 Tennis 0 Track R.. Field 0 Volleyball

1 am willing to serve on an Academy committee. 0

"AAHPERD members: ..5.00 for one Academy and $2.00 for each additional Academy. Non-
AANPEAn members: $15.00 for one Academy and $2.00 each additional Academy. (E10.00 none

fee may be applied at any time toward AAHPEAD membership.)

Please send AAIIPFRI) membership information: yes_ _ no

12



COACHES ACADEMIES OF THE
NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Academies were formed by the NAGWS
to:

(1) provide a channel of direct communication among coaches
at all educational levels

(21 assist in the formulation and thssemination of guiding
principles. standards and policies for conducting competi-
tive sports programs for girls and women

43) keep members informed of currcni coaching techniques and
trends

44) sponsor clinics and conferences in sports and coaching skills
45) provide input from coaches to USCSC sports committees

and representative assembly
46) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centered

organizations
471 provide a united body for positive political action in the

:calm of girls and women's athletics,

Academies for 11 sports have been established. (Note the appli-
cation blank for specific listings.) Membership in each Academy is
open to any coach of girls or women's sports or any interested per-
son. Annual dues for AAIIPERD members are $5.00 for one Acad-
emy. Non-AAHPERD members pay $15.00 annually for member-
chip in one sport Academy. Membership for each additional Acad-
emy is S.1.00. The $ MN non-membership fee may be applied at
any tinie toward AAHPERD membership.

(let involved ... JOIN NOW,

13
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JOINT NAGNS-AAU BASKETBALL RULES COMMITTEE*
10781079

CLADYS ZIEMER, Chairperson, St. Cloud State Univ., St, Cloud,
MN 56301 (1976-79)

BETTY JAYNES, Chairperswivicet, James Madison Univ., Harris-
onburg, VA 22801 (1978-81)

JILL HUTCHISON, Rules Interpreter, Illinois State Univ., Normal,
IL 61761 (1976-81)

NAGWS Appointees:
LOU ALBRECHT. Representative ol the Affiliated Boards of

Officials. 200 Candkwoutl Rd Stratford, CT 06497 (1976-
74)

JOANNE O'CALLAGHAN. Representative oj the National
Coaches Council, 15 (ionion St.. Waltham, MA 02154 (1979-
MI)

JUNE L. COURTEAU, ABO Principle's and Techniques of Offi-
ciating Committee Member, 904 Iowa St., Cedar Falls, lA
50613(1979-81)

LOUISE O'NEAL Representative 01 the Association pi' inter-
collegiate Athletics Mr Women, Vale Univ., New Haven, CT
06520 (1977-80)

ROSEMARY MCLAUGHLIN. Representative of the Organization
for GIVS State and District Chairperwns, 6224 NE 153rd,
Bothel, WA 98011 (1977-791

AAU Appointees:
BRENDA BYRD, Rt.
MARY BE EH DOLSE

(1977-80)
JOAN HUMPHRIES.

(1979)
RUTH WEBSTER. 11

(1977-80)

I, Box 198, Hartsville, $C 29550 (1979)
,N, Km. IS, City Hall, Cleveland, OH 44114

5844 Diggers Lane, Efkridge, MD 21227

309 E. 67th Terrace, Raytown, MO 64133

Ex Officio:
FRAN GARMON, NJCAA Representative, Temple Junior Col-

lege, Temple, TX 76501 097911
Si IARON GAUNT, ARO Examinations and Ratings( hairperson,

Rt, 10, Hankie Dr., Richmond, KY 40475 (1978-80)
HELEN "SUSIE." KNIERIM, NAGIVS Acting Executive Direc-

tor. 1201 Ibth St,. N.W Washington, DC 20036

.........
Me 1978-79 Committee wrote the rules published in this Guide. The 1979-
811 rununittee will write rules fur the 1980-81 Guide,

II
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JOINT NAGWS-AAU BASKETBALL RULES COMMITTEE*
1979-1980

BETTY JAYNES, chairperson, James Madison University, Harrison.
burg, VA 22801 (1978-81)

JILL HUTCHISON, Rules Interpreter, Illinois State University,
Normal, IL 61761 (1976-80)

NAGWS Appointees:
JOANNE O'CALLAGHAN. Representative of the National

Coaches Council, 15 Gordon St., Waltham, MA 02154 (1979-
K1)

JUNE L. COURTEAU, ARO Principks and 'Techniques of Offi-
ciating committee Member, 9041/2 Iowa St Cedar Falls, IA
50613 (197941)

LOUISE O'NEAL, Representative of the Association for Inter-
collegiate Athletics for Women, Yale University, New Haven,
CT 06520 (1977-80)

High school representative to be appointed from the State of New
York.

AAU Appointees:
BRENDA BYRD. Rt. 1, Box 198, Hartsville, SC 29550
MARY BETH DOLSEN, Rm. 8, City Hall, Cleveland, OH 44114

(197740)
JOAN HUMPHRIES. 5844 Diggers Lane, Elitridge, MD 21227
RUTH WEBSTER. 11309 E. 67th Terrace, Raytown, MO 64113

(197740)

Ea-Officio:
FRAN GARMON. N.ICAA Representative, Temple Junior Col-

lege, Temple, TX 76501 (1979-81)
LOU ALBRECHT. Rules Interpreter-elect, 200 Candlewood Rd.,

Stratford. CT 06497
SHARON GAUNT. ASO Examinations and Ratings Chairposon,

Rt. 10, Frankie Dr.. Richmond, KY 40475 (197840)

°The Committee is in the process of resuucturing in order to accommodate
representatives of AIAW and NJCAA in addition to the present membership,
If approved by the member organizations. the committee will assume the
titie "U.S. Girls and Women's Bagetball Rules Committee."

1 6 "
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HONOR CALLS

The joint NAGWS.AAU Basketball Rules Committee supports the
offidal position of the National Association fa; Girls and Women in
Sport the sport participants should be encouraged to acknowledge
fouls and violations when appropriate.

The Joint Committee dues not, at this time, specify specific
honor calls; however, it is understood that players should recognize
their improprieties.

This position is justified in light of the committee's belief that
sport is a positive force in solidarity, encourages integrity, provides
enriching encounters, and is an educational experience and P reflec-
tion of our society's valuable qualities.

NAGWS-AALI Joint Basketball
Committee, 1979-80



OFFICIAL BASKETBALL RULES
FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

NO'l E.: Rules which have been reworded or clarified arc designated
by a check W t. Changes and/or additions in rules have been indi-
cated by Audio&

Basketball for girls and women is a game played by two teams of
five players each. The ball is passed, thrown, batted, bounced,
handed or rolled from one player to another. The purpose of each
team is to get the ban into its own basket and prevent the other
team from securing possession of the ball or scoring.

Rule 1. Facilities and Equipment

SECTION I. THE PLAYING COURTPlaying Court
Backboards a. THE PLAYING COURT shall be a rec-
Baskets tangular surface free from obstructions
Ban and shall have a maximum length of 94

feet (28.67in) and width of 50 feet
(15.25m) or a minimum length of 74
feet (22.57m) and width of 42 feet

(12.81m). The overhead clearance should be 22 feet (6.71m) or
more. By mutual agreement of the captains, smi:ler courts may be
used. The court shall be mark.:!4 by well-defined lines, 2 inches
(5.08cm) in width and. if possible, 1(3 reci '3.05m) from any outside
obstruction. Contrasting colored floor a.eas may be used instead of
2-inch (5,08um) boundary lines by paiating or staining the out-of-
bounds area in a width of 2 to 4 feet (410-1.22m). The center cir-
cle and the areas between the free-throw lines and the endlines may
also be painted or stained in order that the dividing lines between
the two colors will be the boundaries. The court shall be divided into
two equal parts by a line drawn parallel to the endlines. The division
line shall be 2 inches (5.08cm) wide. Any hazardous obstruction
within 6 feet (1.133m) of the endline is to be padded.

b. A CENTER RESTRAINING CIRCLE having a radius of 6 feet
t 1.83m / and marked with a line 2 inches (5.08cm) wide shall be
marked in the center of the court.

c. A FREE.THROW LINE shall be marked at each end of the court.
These lines shall be 2 inches (5.08cni) wide, drawn across each
free-throw circle parallel to the endline. The farther edges of each
free-throw line shall be 15 feet (4.575m) distance from the face
of the backboard.

al
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Rule 1. Facilities and Equipment
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DIAGRAM OF BASKETBALL COURT
SHOWIIIIG PERMANENT LINES

On short courts, wheo the backboard is placed against the wall,
there shall be an endline, the inner edge of which is 2 inches out
from the wall. On narrow Nuns, when the playing court is the full
width of the floor, there shall be a sideline, the inner edge of which
is 2 inches out from the wall.
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Rule 1. Facilities and Equipment

d. A FREETHROW LANE shall he marked at each end of the court
perpendicular to the endlines. These lines shall be 2 inches
15.08ciiil wide. The outside edges of these lines are 6 feet
(1.83m) on either side of the middle points of the endhnes. These
perpendicular lines shall terminate at the freethrow hne. Perpen.
dicular to the outside of these lines shall be a neutral zone niark
(12 indws (30.48cm) wide and 8 inches (20.32cm) long) 7 feet
f2.135in) from the endline. and three other lane space marks
(2 niches (5,08cm) wide and 8 inehes (20.32cm) long) located
11 Wet (3.355mh 14 feet 2 inches (4.32m). and 17 Net 4 indies
(5.28111) respectivdy from the endline. Thesc marks identify the
bne spaces which extend from the outer edge of the lane lines
3 feet (.912mi toward the sidelines. The frcethrow cirde has a
udius of 6 feet (1.83m) outside measurement, the eenter of
which is the midpoint on the free-throw line. The half of the
circle within the free-throw lanes shah be niarked by a broken
line.

s3ECT1ON 2. BACKBOARDS shall be of plate glass, wood or any
other material which is perniancntly flat and rigid. All buck-
boards shall be white and unmarked except where transparent
niatenal is used, in which ease a rectangle, outlined by 2.inch
0.0tWini lines. measuring 24 inches ((0.96cm) horizontally and
18 inches (45.72cni1 vertically, shall be centered around the
basket The backboards shall he loe.ated inside the court 4 feet
(1.22in i from and parallel to each endhne, except on short eourts
where they may be p:accd directly over the endhne. The lower
edges of the backboard shall be 9 teet (2.745m) above the floor.
The bukhoards shall be protected from spectators to 3 distance
of at least 3 feet I.912m) in all directions. The backboard shall
be either rectangular ur fanshaped. The dimensions of these
boards are indicated in the diagram on page 24. The bottoni and
sides of the backboard should be suitably padded to prevent
injury. The padding shall be of a neutral 4:oka.

SECTION i. THE BASKETS shall be nets of white cord or other
material suspended from metal rings of 18-ineh (45.72 em) inside
diameter. The metal of each ring shall not be more than 44 inch
(1.4105ern) in diameter. with the exegtion of the addition of
small gauge loops on the under-edge for attaching the nets. The
rings shall be a bright orange color. The rings shall be parallel to
the floor, rigidly attached to the backboards 10 feet (3.05m1
above the floor, and equidistant from the vertical edges of the
backboards in such a way that the nearest point of the inside edge

23
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Rule 1. Facilities and Equipment

shall be 6 inches (15.24cm) from the face of the backboard. The
nets shall be 15 to 18 inches (38.10-45.72cm) in length and shall
be constructed so as to cheek ihe ball momentarily as it passes
through the basket.

SECTION 4. THE BALL shall be spherical and have a leather case.
It shall weigh between 20.22 ounces (566,99.623.69g). with a
circumference of 291/2 to 301/4 inches (74.93.76.835em). The ball
shall be inflated to manufacturer's specifications and be such that

thegrum of rectengutar and fan-shaped itackhoords,
when it is dropped to the playing court from a height of 6 feet,
measured from the bottom of the ball, it will bounce between 49
and 54 inches measured to the top of the ball.

The home team shall provide a ball which is satisfactory to the
official in charge of the game, If not satisfied, the official may
choose to use the visiting team% ball, If a used bull is provided,
the team whose ball is not chosen shall have it as their practice
hull. It' a new (unused) ball is provided, neither team shall use it
in practice.

SECTION 5. THIRTY-SECOND CLOCK DISPLAYS. When two
visible 30.second clock floor displays are used, they should be
placed 6 feet beyond the endlines intersecting the sidelines

24



Rule 2. Officials end Their Duties

extended and shall be positioned in the corner of each front court
to the right of the basket. When only one display is used, it shall
be placed h feet outside the sideline intersecting the division line
extended and on the side of the court opposite the scorers and
timers.

The two visible clocks may also be displayed above or belga
each backboard, or on scoreboarda bested at the ends of the
coosn.

A visible neecond clock is mandatory by September 1, 19110,
for college and univenity play. It is highly recommended for
high school and all other organized play.

SECTION 6. TEAM BENCHES The team benches shall he located
at each side of the scorers' and timers table on the sideline. The
bench area entends from the timer to the last seat of the bench
uP to the edge of the court.

Rule 2. Officials and Their Duties

[here shall he two officials, Lute of whom
Officialsshall be designated the referee. the official
Scorersin charge ot the game, and the other, the
Tinianumpire. I ach team may choose one oltictal, -------,

or the home team may select hoth officials.. The official with the
higher rating shall be the referee. If both officials have the same
reting, the referee shall be determined by a toss of coin.

These officials shall be assisted by two timers, two scoreis, and a
30-second clock operator. A single scorer may he used if the scorer
is trained and is acceptable to both teams. The assistant timer may
act as the .30-second clock operator, and if not, the home team must
assume responsibility of providing the 30-second clock operator.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR OFFICIALS

t . I he oftwials shall conduct the game in accordance with the
rules.' 'I he officials shall use the techniques and follow the procedure
outlined in the article on techniques of officiating basketball.
(See pages 107-128.1

it as strongly recommended that officials ratcd by the Affiliated Boards of
(Jfficials of the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport be se-
cured.
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Rule 2. Officials and Thair Dull's

3. The officials shall be sure of the date, time, and place for the
game. and shall arrive on the playing court 30 minutes ahead of
tmic.

4. '11w officials shall wear uniforms which allow freedom oi
movei,:ent and which are distinct from those worn by either
learn. (See page!: 86-88.)

S. The officials shall inspect the playing court. boundaries and
equipment, and clarify all ground rules to both captains and
answer questions.

u l'he home team shall provide the official scofil and the official
timer, unless otherwise agreed upon. On a neutral court, the
winner of a coin toss shun have the choice a being the home or
visiting team as well as the choice of basket and bench.

7. A team's warm-up shall he restricted to the basket selected un-
less the opponents are not on the court.

K. The officials shall see that the timing devices are in order, that
toilers understand how to use them, and that scorers understand
the oftwial method of scoring. Any tuner or scorer may he
removed during the game for inefficiency.

9 Filch official shall have the power to make decisions for in-
fringement of rules committed at any time during playing time
or intermissions until the timer's horn ends the game.

10. Neither official has the authority to set aside or question
decisions made by the other, within the limits of their respective
duties as outlined in these rules.

I i, 't he officials shall sign the scorebook at the end of the game.
12. Thc officials shall use their own judgment in aceordance with

the general spirit of the rules.
Qi. May any pails or violations he set aside by the captains

and tante:es"
A. No, Officials may make decisions on any points not spe-

cifically covered in the rules, but may not change or set
aside any of the rules governing fouls or violations.

Q.2. If, a visibk jO.second clock is not avadahk, may Ow JO-
second ruk he ignored"

A. No. The 30-second rule is an essential part of the game. The
30-second dock operator may use a stopwatch and give a
distinctive audible signal when the 30 seconds have elapsed.

SECTION 1. THE REFEREE shall
a. Upon arrival instruct ,the visiting captain to take her choice of

basket: the home team has the choice of team bench, ()n a
neutral court, the winner of the toss of coin shall have her choice
of basket and team bunch.

26
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Rule 2. Officials end Their Dudes

h. Approve the ball which shall be used in the game.
c. Check the scorehook 10 minutes before the game is scheduled

to begin to see that names and numbers of players are listed in
nunercal order and that the starting lineup is indicated. Warn
the 1st-ending team prior to game time if players am listed with
duplicate numbers, illegal numbers, or du nut have numbers on
the front and hack of their shirts. A technical foul shall be
assessed each player at the time she initially enters the game if
the number is not corrected.

d. Have the power to declare the game a default or to cancel the
game.

v Notify or instruct the official timer to notify each team at least
3 minutes befor, each half is scheduled to begin.

f. Check the official scorebook and the scoreboard at the end of
each playing period to ensure that they agree. The number of
fouls recorded may nut necessarily agree with the number of
free throws awarded due to bonus shuts and offensive fouls.

g. Decide whether a goal shall count in case of disagreement.
h. Make a decision when scorers and timers disagree.
i. Have the power to remove scorers and timers in case of inef-

ficiency.
). Have the power to suspend the game for unsporting conduct

in order to restore order, and to cliscontinue the game if order
is not restored. Only two such suspensions of time shall be
allowed in any one game. When only one team is responsible
for suspension. the game shall be defaulted. When both teams are
responsible for the suspension, the game shall be discontinued.
When spectator behavtor becomes uncontrollable, the official
may request that the gym be cleared or if this is not possible
the game is discontinued.

k. Make decisions on any points not specifically covered in the
rules from 30 minutes before the scheduled time for the game
to begin until the timer's horn ends the game. This includes
situations on or off the court during playing time or inter-
missions.

SECTION 8. THE OFFICIALS shall
a. Decide whether ball is in play or dead
h. Blow the whistle when any of the following occurs:

(I) jump ball
(2) violation
(3) foul
(4) time-out
(5) suspension of play fur any reason
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Rule 2. Officials and Thair Duties

(61 sounding of timer's hom to acknowledge the end of a play-
ing period.

c. Have the power to order time-o.d or time-in
d. Administer lump balls and penalties for violations
c. AdniiniStur all penalties for fouls and indicate free throws when

made
f. Indicate field goats
g. Give players permission to kave the your:
h. Recognize substitutes
i. Prohibit practice when the bail is dead except between the halves
j. At the end of the first half, secure the game ball so that neither

team uses it for practice
k. Notify teams arid scorers if time allowed for substitution has

been exceeded
I. See that a player who has been disqualified leaves the game.
SECTION 9. SCORERS. Thu scorebook of the home team shall be
the official book, unless the referee rules otherwise. The official
scorebook shall remain at the scorefs table throughout the game
including all intermissions. The visiting team should provide an
assistant scorer who should also keep a scorebook at the scorer's
table. The SCONTS shall compare their records after each goal, each
foul, and each charged time-out, notifying the referee on the first
dead ball of any discrepancy. In case of a discrepancy, the referee
may examine any available statistics in order to reach a decision. If
the error cannot be found the referee shall accept the record of the
official book, unless additional knowledge permits the referee to
decide otherwise. If the discrepancy is in the score and the error is
not resolved, the referee shall accept the running record totals of the
official scorehook. The scorers shall be provided with a horn with
which to signal. There shall be no change of scorers at any time
during the game except in case of inefficiency. The official scorer
shall
a. Keep the record in the official scorebook. The running score kept

in the scorebook shall constitute the official score of the game.
b. Notify the officials immediately when a player whose nrt ie is

not legally listed in the scorebook enters the game.
c. Notify the officials irnowdiarely when a player should be dis-

qualified. A player shall be disqualified for: (1) 5 fouls, i I a
single disqualifying foul or (3) three technical fouls. Wheii .ne
scorer fails to notify the officials immediately. the scorer shall do
so on the first dead ball or when the offending team gains posses-
sion of the ball,

d. Notify the officials immediately when a team has taken a sixth
time-out.

211
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Rule 2. Officials and Their Duties

c. Notify the officials on the first dead ball in cast of any disagree-
ment concerning the record in the scorebook. If the scorers
fail to notify the officials, the record in the official scorebook
shall stand unless the officials' knowledge permits a change at a
later time. The final decision shall be made by the referee.

f. Sound the horn when the ball is dead to indicate a substitution.
Thc sounding of the scoter's horn does nor stop the game.

g. Sound the horn when the ball is dead to notify the officials
when a coach requests a Wain time-out.

h. Keep the record of the game in accordance with the specifications
indicated in the official scorebook.

i, Notify the officials immediately, through some visible means,
when the bonus rule is in effect.

j, See that a score which was made by a disqualified or illegal
player shall stand when an official was not notified.

k. Wear an official blue and white striped shirt or a striped pinnie.
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Rule 2. Officials and Their Duties

To score a field goal. mark a figure 2; tor a free throw, draw a
circle; if the free throw is made, mark an X in the circle. When two
free throws are awarded for une foul, draw a line joining the two
cireks. When a bonus shot is az;ried. indicate by using an 0+. If
the first shut is made indicat t,...0. If missed, leave 0+. If the
second shot is made indicate X + Q9 .

In the event that a free I row is awarded for a viulatiun by an
opposing player on a missed free throw, the same circle is used for
the substitute fret: throw. If the basket is made. an X is placed in the
original circle. Indicate personal or technical fouls. team time-outs,
and cumulative routs by drawing a diagonal line across the number in
the space provided. If additional spaces for technical fouls ur time-
outs are needed, they may be added Players numbers should be
recorded under technical fouls for which they are charged. A 'V"
may he used for coach and an "1," for a team follower. Names and
numbers of all players shall be listed in the proper tipaces before the
start of the game, 1 he starting lineup is indicated by tally marks in
the Time in Game column and a "c" is written after the captain's
name. When a substitute enters the game. place the mark in the
proper column and cross out that of the player leaving the game. If a
player reenters the game, place an additional mark in the Times in
Game column. there can be no more than five nor lass than three
uncrossed marks appearing on the scoresheet at any one time. In the
running score, a diagonal line shall be drawn through two points
when a field goal is made and through one point for :very free throw
made. The sample scoresheet above shows only one page of a regu-
lation scorebook. 1 here is a similar page for the opponents. If an
opposing player makes a goal, record it in the space below the listing
of players of the team fur whom the goal is to be scored; write
opposing player and place the 2 under the column for proper playing
period. The recording of the si:Irriary is not an official duty of the
scorekeeper. In the event it .his record is desired, each team
should complete its own sioninaii. The summary contains individual
totals of field goals made (I:Gi. free throws made (FT i, fouls com-
mitted IF), and total points scored t NS/.

a a * * a
SECTION 10. TIMERS
a. THE OFFICIAL TIMER shall handle the game clock. It shall be

placed on a table before the timers so that both may see it. The
official tinier shall be provided with a horn with which to signal.
The use of an electric clock is permitted if agreeable to both
teams. Such a clock should be operated by an experienced
person who must he approved by both teams.
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Ruts 2. Officials and Their Duties

The official timer shali
(1) Start the clock

(a) Js soon as the ball is tapped by one of the players on a
jump M1

(b) when the ball touches a player on the court on j throw-
in from out of bounds

(c) as soon as Ow ball touches a player on the court after a
free throw which hits the ring but does not enter the
basket.

( 2o Stop the clock on the official's whistle for
4e) fouls
(b) violations
(c) jump balls
(d) team time-outs
( e) injuries
I. f) ball lodging in supports of basket
(g) Jny reason demotic' necessary by the officials.

130 Notify the official in charge of the gone and each team
more than 3 minutes More each half is to start,

( 4) Notify scorr 3 minutes before starting time.
(5) Sound the horn at the end of each playing period. In case

the horn is not heard, the Wooer shall go on the court to
notify the nearer of fieial of the expiration of playing time,
1 r j goal has been made or j foul has occurred, the referee
shall consult the timers. If both tinwrs agree that time was
up before the ball was in the oir. the official shall rule that
the goal does not count. If they agree that time was up be-
fore the foul occurred. the foul shall not be calkd. if they
disagree, the goal shall count and the fouls shall be penalized.
unless the official has knowledge whkh would alter this
ruling. The timer's horn officially ends each playing period.

(6) Wear an official blue and white striped shirt or striped pin-
nie.

b. THE ASSISTANT TIMER(S) shall handle the timing deviee and
shall
t 11 Check the time taken and indicate by sounding the horn

when the time-out has expired for the following:
(a) substitution

(11 regular 30 sevonds
4 2) disqualification 1 minute

(b) team time-out 1 minute sound a horn at 45 seeonds
as a warning and again at 1 minute

(c) eaLh time j player commits a personal foul. the assistant
timer shall raise, in a manner visible to both coaches, the
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Rule 2. Officials end Their Duties

marker corresponding to the number of fouls committed
by that player. The markers shall be white with black
numbers from I to 4 and red for number S. An electrical
device may be used in place of the markers.

(d) intermissions.
(2) Notify the nearer official if more than the allotted time has

been used for substitution.

c. THE 30-SECOND CLOCK OPERATOR shall control a se arate
timing is** 41614 ;dill hisir.**111..iacliald
isombaci4herakistbiiiil *. 'aisishilL/.1461.wigibZwiitiu_m_r_*'s '';
( I ) Start the timing device when

(a) a player inbounds gains possession of the ball on a throw
in

(b) a team initially gains possession of the ball from
(1) jump ball
(2) rebound
(3 ) free ball.

(2) Stop the timing device and reset when play continues
(a) when the team loses possession of the ball (the mere

touching of the ball by an opponent does not start a
new 30-second period if the same team remains in con-
trol of the ball)

(b) when a foul Occurs
(c) when a tie ball occurs
(d) when a try for goal is attempted
(e) when a violation occurs; exception: Rule 2, Sect. 10,

c-3-ii
(3) Stop the timing device and continue time when play com-

mences (a new 30-second period shall not be started)
(a) when the ball is deRected out-ofbounds by a defensive

player intentionally or unintentionally
(b) when a time-out is called
(c) when a player becomes injured or loses a contact lens.

(4) Sound the horn at the expiration of 30 seconds. This does
not stop play unless recognized by the official's whistle

Q.1 Ii the attempr for a goal and the horn for the expiration of
the JO-second period appear to occur simultaneously, what
is the decision?

A. The official shall decide if the bail left the shooter's hands
before the 30-second period expired. .

Q.2 If the ball is intentionally kicked with the frot or lower leg
or struck by the fisr of a defensive player and goes out of
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Rule 3. Scoring and Timing Regulations

bounds. is thy JO-second clock reset when play continues?
A. Yes, kicking the ball intentionally with the foot or lower

leg and/or striking the ban with the fists are handling the
ball violations and shall cause the 30-second clock to reset.

Q.3 1J an offensive player who is trapped near a boundary iine
throws the ball against a defensive player causing it ro
rebound our of bounds, is the 30second clock reset?

A. No, and the ball is given to the team which did not last
touch the ball.

Rule 3. Scoring and Tbning Regulations

SECTION 11. SCORING

Seem
Length at Gum
Tla Gam
Thne.out
Tinsirin

Field goal
Free throw
Winner of game

Discontinued game
Defaulted game

2 points
I point
Greatest number of

points
0-0
2-f . score stands

If a team defaults, the score shall be 2-0 unless the team default-
ing has the lower score, in which case the score shall stand.

If a game is discontinued, the score shall be 0-0.
SECTION 12. LENGTH OF GAME
a. For college and independent teams

( I l 20-minute halves
(2) 15-minute intermission between halves

b. For high school-age teams
( 1 ) 8-minute quarters
in 2-minute intermission between quarters
01 10-minute intermission between halves

c. For teams younger than high school age or when the experience
of the players is a factor or by state high school emaciation
adoption; playing time may be reduced to four quartera of less
than 8 minutes each.
Playing time shall cease instantly when the timer's horn sounds

at the end of each playing period unless the ball is in the air on a try

LP
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Rule 3. Sooting and Timing Regulations

for goal in which ease play shall continue umil the goal is made or
missed. When a foul is committed )iinnultaneously with or just pre-
vious to the sounding of tlw tinter's horn, a free throw or throws
shall be attempted immediately. A game is terminated when the
timer's horn sounds.

SECTION 13. TIE GAME. If the score is tied at the expiration of
playing time. the game shall he continued without ehange ot baskets
for one or mon- eittLi penods with an intermission of 2 minutes
befor each extra period.

In games played m halves. Ow length ot each extra period shall
be 5 minutei In games pbyed jri quarters, the length of each extra
period shall he 3 minutes.

Ilia extra penod shall be started hy j jump ball in the cenwr
restrammg cirek between any two opposMg players. As many extra
periods as arc necessary to bteak tlw tw game shall he played. 1 he
game ts itrininated it eitlwr team is ahead at the Lnd or any extra
period.

Q. Is an eLtra period neccssary SI t technical foul is ealkd
lowing (he expiration uf playing tone M 0 tie game'

A. Yes. the penalty is administered as in Section 40. c. Fouk
During an Interinission.

SECTION 14. T1MEOUT
s./a. A player on the court may iequest i team timeout from an

official when her team is in possessi tn qic or when the
ban is dead. 1 his includes throw-ins ar- I tree throws.

h. A coach may request a team timeout from an official of through
the scorer when tlw ball is dead.

t . Any player on the Court may can a time-out following 3 goal
until a player on the team putting the hall in play from the
endline is positioned outof-hounds with the hall.
If tnne-out is caned when the hall is in play and in the possession
ot a player. as in ease of injury or in team tnne-out. it shall he
awarded to that player ut a teammate when play is resumed, at a
point out of hounds nearest the spot whew the ban was when
the whistle was blown for a tnneout.

e . lime-out shall be taken for
1 all 'us
2 I violanons

rum p balls
i4 1 team time-outs not more than I nunute the request of

any team. Iiv tfittc-OUts without penalty for each team
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Rule 3. Scoring and Timing Regulatium

during regular playing time; one additionid time-out for
each extra period of a tie game.

Q. Is the tone.out terminated 1/ the team requesting the time-
glut z rude to plar in less than I minute

A. No, both teams are allowed the full I minute.
(5) substitutions The substitute shall remain outside the court

until she is beckoned by the official, whereupon she shall
enter immediately. (Exceeding this time is considered a team
time-out.)
4 a regular maximum of 30 seconds for each team
I hi disqualification maxitnum of I minute for each teamv ts the team gtven :10 or more vireothlr tor each suhstitutom
;then multiple substitutions arc ?nude he one ur heith learns

h are not conaltaneout '
A. No I ach team which exceeds 30 seconds from the tnne of

its initial substitution shall he charged with a Milli tune-out.

NO I I. tiiistitutions in,* not by made after a field goal unless a
team time-out is .a1led A team rust scoring prior to the opponents
positioning themselves out of hounds with the hall may call time out.
It a time out is called. either team illaY substitute.

(hi ilium., 4nd loss of contact lens. A fline Out is charged to the
team or officials at thy discretion of the officials. If the
mimed player is removed from the game. the team shall nut
be charged with a tune-out. I he length of timeout taken
should he at the discretion of the official. If a team repre.
sentative enters the court to attend the player. the player
illUst he removed or a time-out is charged to the team. The
player may not reenter the game until the next dyad ball.

ime-out shin be called at the first dead hall, or when the
ball is in control of the injured player's team or immediately
when nevessary to protect an injured player. Time-out shall
he called when the hall is m the control ot the team whose
I'laYer ha's lost her contact lens, or on the first dead hall or
inniiediately when deemed necessary by the official.

71 Suspension tune out shall he charged to the officials.
00 1n mquir) regarding a rules decision by an officiul. It' the

t oach is in error in questioning the decision, the time-out
skill he charged to the team. it' the official's decision is in
error, the timi..-out shall he charged to the official. Matters
of iudgmynt may nut he questioned.

491 An) occasion deemed necessary hy
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Rule 4. Datinitions of Playing Toms

¢1. May a coach approach the scoring mble and ask for a ream
time-our when that coach's team is in possession of the ball?

A. No. The coach may ask for a time-Out from the scorer only
when the ball is dead. The scorer has enough with which to
attend without having the added work of checking on which
team has possession of the ball before calling a time-out.

¢2. If a team takes only three rime-ours during regular playing
ante how many time-outs may be taken during the Psi extra
period?

A. Three. The team may use its two unused time-outs plus the
additional time-out for the extra period.

SECTION IS. TIME.IN shall be taken
a. On a jump ball as soon as the ball is tapped
b. On a throw-in from out of bounds as soon as the ball touches a

player on the court
c. On a missed free throw us soon as the MI, which has touched

the ring. touches a player on the court.

Rule 4. Definitions of Flaying Terms
ACT OF SHOOTING Begins when the player with the ball, in
the judgment of the official, starts the motion which habitually pre-
cedes the release of the ball in an attempt to throw for a goal at
the player's own basket, and ends aS the ball leaves the shooter's
hands. Asi offaisivs tip on a aboard is coasidstod Itly tor

.41110 ad of droodeg ocatm at do aostast at cement witittikerl
AIR DRIBBLE A play in which a player in Control of the ball,
after giving impetus to the ball once by throwing or tapping it and
taking one or more steps, catches it again before it has touched the
flour or it has been touched by another player.

BLOCKED SHOT A successful attempt by a plat..! orevent an
opponent from completing a shut fur the goal by either
a. Stopping the flight of the ball after it has kft the opponent's

hand or hands
b. Placing uric or two hands on the ball whik it is in the opponent's

hand or hands,
BONUS SHOT An additional free throw awarded, if the first free
throw is successful, when the bonus rule is in effect. The bonus is in
effect fur each common foul texcept offensivi9 beginning with the
opponents seventh personal in each half in a game played in halves,
2nd the fifth in each half in a game played in quarters. AU fouls
except technical fouls count toward the bonus.
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Rule 4. Definitions of Playing Terms

CLOSELY GUARDED The defensive player guards within 3 feet
of thu player with the ball who k not dribbling.

DEAD BALL Thc ball becomes dead when the whistle is blown
and the clock is stopped.

DEFAULTED GAME A game is considered defaulted when
a. A team fails to

(1 ) appear for a scheduled game
42) be ready to play within 15 minutes after the time the game

is scheduled to begin
(3) be ready for play within 5 minutes at the beginning of the

second half
(4) play after being instructed to do so by the referee
(5) have five players to start play and at least three to contin-

ue play.
b. A coach or team follower refuses to leave the gymnasium after

being instructed to do so by an official.

DEFENSIVE PLAYER A player whose team does not possess the
ball,

DISCONTINUED GAME Termination of the game because of
persistent unsporting conduct on the part of spectators or for
unforeseen emergencies.

DISQUALIFICATION A player shall be removed from the game
for (1 ) 5 personal fouls, (2) 3 technical fouls, or (3) a single dis-
qualifying foul.

DOUBLE VIOLATION Viobtion called upon players of both
teams simultaneously.

DRIBBLE A play in whkh a player gives impetus to the ball one
or more times, causing it to rebound from the floor, and touches or
regains possession of S. The first impetus may be given with either
or both hands by throwing, batting, or fumbling; subsequent con-
tacts must be given with only onc hand. The dribble ends when the
player touches the bail with both hands, permits the ball to come
to rest in one or both hands, or directs it to another player. The
following ire not considered dribbles:
a. Successive tries for goal
b. Fumbling which precedes controlled possession of ball
c. Attempts to sairi control of the ball by

(1) tapping it from the reach of other players striving for it
(2) batting it from the control of another player

37
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Rule 4. Definitions of Playing Terms

(3) blocking a pass and recovering the ball
(4) blocking a shot and recovering the ball

FOUL - An infringement of a rule for which one or more free
throws may be given. Fouls may be called at any time from the
beginning of the game until the timer's horn sounds.
FUMBLE A momentary loss and recovery of the possession of the
ball by a player, .

GOAL A ball that passes through the hasket from above, the
impetus having been legally given hy any player.

N/GOALTENDING An offensive or defensive player interfering with
the ball, basket, or backboard when the ban is on downward flight
toward the basket, on the rim, or enroute through the basket.
Touching the net is not considered interfering with the basket unless
the net is held andfor jerked or the hand becomes entangled in the
net and i:auses inwrfcrence while the ball is within or on the edge of
the basket. Dunking, which does not interfere with the flight of the
ball is legal during warm-ups and the game. (oaltending can only
occur on a legal try for goal.
HELD BALL A player holding Inot dribbling) the hall more than
5 seconds when closely guarded.
ILLEGAL NUMBERS Combinations of no more than two digits
from zero to five shall be used. Singk digits one and two and any
digit over five are illegal and shall not he used. Duplicate numbers
kind numbers whwh do not appear on both front and buelt of the
uniform also represent illegal numbers.
INTERMISSION The interval between quarters. halves and extra
playing periods.
JUMP BALL A method o. putting the hall mto play by tossing it
up between two opponents an one of the three restraining cthks.
LIVE BALL The ball is alive when on a
a. throw-in, the ball is placed at the disposal of the team making thc

throw-in.
b. free throw, the ball is placed at the disposal of the free throw

shooter,
c. jump ban. the hall kaves the hands of the official.
NOTU; The clock may not always lw running when the ball is alive.
The ball remains alive following 2 field goal.
IONE SALL A loss of control of the ball durint Play iti which
Iwo or wore oøoniu are seeking to gain possession. if the offense

psiu, the 304ec0n4 clock is net reset.
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Rule 5. Players and Substitutes

OFFENSIVE PLAYER A player whose team has possession of the
ball.

OWN BASKET The basket for which a team is shooting.
PASS Movement of the ball caused by a player throwing. bounc-
ing, batting, handling, or rolling the ball to another player.
PIVOT A play in which the player holding the ball steps once or
more than once in any direction with the same foot. The other foot,
calkd the pivot foot. is kept at its initial point of contact with the
floor.
RESTRAINING CIRCLES The circle with a 6-foot radius in the
center of the court and the free-throw circles.

SCREENING A legal attempt by the offense to prevent a defen
sive player (win reaching a desired position.
T AGGING Intermittent or constant hand contact on an opponent
with or without the ball as long as the pressure is not impeding or
causing a disadvantage.

TEAM FOLLOWER Any individual sitting on or near the bench
of a team andfor obviously supporting that team.
THREESECONO LANE That part of the free-throw lane between
the free.throw line and the endlinc, including the lines bounding the
area. There is no vertical plane bounding the lane area.

TRAVELING Illegal progression in any direction while retaining
possession of the ball inbounds.

TRY FOR GOAL An attempt by a player to score a field goal by
shooting at her own basket. The try for goal ends when the ball
leaves the shooter's hand.

VIOLATION An infringement of a rule for which the ball is put in
play from out of bounds.

Rule S. Players and Substitutes
SECTION 16. EACH TEAM consists of fiveTaw

Captain
Substitutaa

players. There may be any number of substi
tutes. A team must have at least five players to
start the game, if at any time so many playersUnif arm

___. _ _ . are disqualified that the team has less than
three players available, the game is defaulted to the opponents.

SECTION 17. THE CAPTAIN(S) represents the team and shall
direct and control its play. The captain(s) may address an official on
matters of interpretation or to obtain essential information. Any

3,
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Rule 5. Pleven and Substitutes

player may address an offieial to request a time-out or permission to
kave the court. The captain. or someone appointed to act as the
captain, must be on the playing court at all times.

At least 10 minutes before the game is seheduled to start. the
coaeh shall he responsitile for supplying the scorers with the names
and numbers of all players. in numerical order, and designate the
starting hneup. Any change In this designated starting lineup shall
result in a technical foul for each change. except when the change is
necessitated by obvious injury.

%/SECTION IS. A SUBSTITUTE before going on the court must
request a time-out for substitution. If entry is at any time other than
between quarters and halves, the timer shall sound a horn when the
ball Is dead. When the clock is stopped the substitute must give the
scorer her number and the number of the player she is replacing. The
substitute shall remain outside the court until she is beckoned by an
offieial, whereupon she shall enter immediately and play shall
resume promptly. Substitutions may not be made after a field goal
unless a team time-out is called

During intermissioror the substitutions must he reported to the
scorer but are not required to be recognized by an official.

A substitute shall not replace a player who is to jump or take a
free throw unless she is injured or disqualified.

A player who has left the game may not reenter until the next
dead ball after play has resumed. finless a player has been disquali-
fied, she may reenter any number of times.
SECTION 19. UNIFORM. the coaches shall agree upon contrasting
colors prior to the day of the game. II both teams have uniforms of
the same color, the home team shall be obligated to change.

The uniform for each team member shall he the same color and
st yle.

A nuniher of solid color, contrasting with the colors of the
uniform, must be worn by each player and substitute on the front
and hack of the shirt. The number worn on the back of the uniform
shall be at least 6 inches high, while that on the front shall be at least
4 inches high, and neither less than '-'4 of an inch wide. A technical
foul shall he assessed each player not wearing numbers on the front
and back of the shirt at the time each player initially enters the
game.

Combinations of no More than two digits from zero to five shall
he used. Single digits one and two. and any digit over five are illegal
numbers and shall not be used.

Players on the same team shall not wear duplicate numbers. A
technical foul shall be assessed against the second of the two players

40
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Rule S. Starting Play

upon entrance into the game and she shall not be allowed to panici-
pate until the error is corrected.

The officials shall not permit any Player to wear jewelrY. Braces,
casts and other personal equipment which in the judgment of the
official might be dangerous also shall not be permitted. All brace-
kts. rings, earrings. necklaces and other such jewelry must be re-
moved. Barrettes may be worn if deemed safe, or may be taped if
rough edges exist. Knee braces with metal and or plastic supports
must be taped and padded.

Rule 6. Starting Play

SECTION 20. PRELIMINARIES. Before the
game starts, the officials shall explain ground

Preliminariesrules to the captains and answer questions. The
captain of the visiting team shall have the Starting Ray

choice of basket except on a neutral court in
which case the winner of the toss of coin shall have the choice of
basket and team bench.

Thereafter, whenever a field goal is scored, the ball is put in play
by an opponent out of bounds at any point behind the endline
where the goal was scored. Teams shall exchange goals at the end of
the tint half.
W.
A.

Which team puts the ball in play after a player scores a field
goal Ibr the opposing team 7
The ball is put in play by an opponent of the team which is
credited with the score.

Q2. May a player putting the ball in play following a goal move
fmm one position to another position behind the endline in
order to get a better throw into the court?

A. Yea- She may also pass to a teammate behind ;he endline if no
more than 5 seconds are taken to get the ball into the court.

SECTION 21. STARTING PLAY. Both teams must be ready to play
within I 5 minutes after the time scheduled for the game to start. At
the expiration of this time, if only one team is ready, the official in
charge of the game shall declare a default. if neither team is ready,
the game shall be cancelled.

At the beginning of subsequent playing period(s), a team shall
default the game if they are not ready to play within five minutes
after the official calls play. A team shall also default the game if
they are not ready to play at the end of a team tirne-out, after being
imtructed to play by the official. If, a; the beginning of subsequent
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Rule 7. Jump Ball

playing periods. or after a team time-out, one team has only three or
four players ready to play, the ball shall be put in play in the same
manner as if both teams were complete. The fourth and/or fifth
player ntay enter the game following the procedure for substitution.
If one team has fewer than three players, the game shall be default-
ed to the team which is ready.

Each play period shall he started with a jump ball between any
two opposing players in the circle, except following an unsporting
conduct foul or a flagrant foul in which case the period shall begin
with the administration of the penalty.

Rule 7. Jump Ball

SECTION 22. REGULATIONS GOVERNING
A JUMP BALL
a A jump ball is taken in the center restrain. ;11111alatem

mg circle between any two opposing players
Jun1013811(It at the beginning of each playing period

(except following an unsporting conduct Waster*
foul or a flagrant foul in which case the periodVial] begin
with the administration of the penalty. Play shall begin
with the ball awarded out of bounds to the team fouled
after administration of an unsporting conduct foul or a
flagrant foul which occurred during intermission).

I 2) at the beginning of each extra period of a tie game.
b. The ball is put in play by a jump ball in the center of the nearest

restraining circle when any of the following situations occur:
(11 tie ball
(2) held ball
(3) double violation
(4) two opponents contacting the ball simultaneously and caus-

ing it to go out of bounds, or if there is doubt as to who last
touched it before it went out of bounds.

(5) a ball in play and not in possession of a player when time-
out is taken for injury or for loss of contact lens.

(6) the ball lodging in the supports of a basket.
(7) double foul.
In situations ( I ), (2). (3), and (41 above. the jump shall be be-

tween players involved unless injury or disqualification requires
substitution for a jumper. in which case the substitute shall jump. In
situations ( 5). (6), and (7) the jump shaft be between any two op-
ponents who were in the game at the time.
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Rule 7. Jump Bell

c. The following regulations govern a jump ball:
(1) Time-out is taken as the official signals.
(2) Time-in is taken as the ball is tapped by one of the players,
(3) Each jumper must stay in that half of the restraining circle

which is farthest from her own basket and have one foot
within 12 bolos of the mitt of the center linem All other
playas must remain outside the restraining circle until the
ball is tapped. Opponents are entitled to alternate positions
around the restraining circle if they so indicate before the
official is ready to toss the ball. Positions must he held until
the hall is tapped.

(41 An offidal shall toss the ball between the two opponents in
a plane perpendicular to the floor and upward to a height
greater than either of them can reach when jumping, so that
it will drop between them. If the ball touches the floor
without being tapped by either of the jumpers. the official
shall repeat the toss.

(5) The ball, after having reached its highest point, must he
tapped by ono or both players. One or two hands may he
used. Neither playa may tap the ball more than twice.

SECTION 23. TIE SALL occurs
a, When two players of opposing teams have one or both hands so

firmly on the ball that neither can gain sole possession without
undue roughness,

../b. When a blocked shot results in a momentary suspension of the
ball between the hands of two opposing players.

A tie must be made without personal contact with the body
of the opponent except for the hands. The hands are considered
part of the ball, when on t he ball.

If two players of the same team tie the hall and the official
sounds the whistle in error, 'he ball shall be put in play from
out of bounds by a member of that team.
When the ball has been tied by more than two players, the of-

fkiaI shall select one of the players from each team to take the
jump,
W. .4 player lumps to shout. lief opponent attempts to block

the ball but only succeeds in brushing it. C'an the offrnsiPe
player return w the floor with the ball?

A. No. The opponent did not block the ball because her hand
was never firmly in contaet with the hall and a traveling via
lotion should be called.
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Rub 7. Jump Ball

Q2. Can opponents be considered traveling when tying a ball?
A. No. Neither player can be eonsUlered as having possession of

ball.

SECTION 24. JUMP BALL VIOLATIONS include
a. Pai hant of aSimpor ta WI* a".Politios. Willis 12 Who of the

*ear et ihrefeatee lime. tiloieterhietIO. .

b. 9#4011114mt-the limeLbekoltorbell is tweed. Wald *kW
c. Tapping the ball before it reaches its highest point.
d. Tapping the ball more than twice.
e. Catching the ball instead of tapping it.
1. Scoring a goid directly on a tap.
g. Playing the ball before it has touched the floor, basket. back-

board or has been touched by one of the eight nonjumpers.
h, Failure of the players within three feet depth of the restraining

circle to hold their pt. ..*Fnr... until the ball is Iowa (Oppo-
nents are entitled to ...te. positions around the restraining
circle if they so indicate ;...:iore the official is ready to toss the
hall.) (liokt eihhtle)

I. Non-jumpers extending their arms or legs in front or behind an
adjacent player within a three foot depth of the restraining
circle. (Wad Waldo

.,/ j. Hittite the ban with the fist or heel of the hasul (Hold whistle)
PENALTY Ball goes to an opponent out of bounds at the sideline

opposite the restraining cirde where the jump ball viohition oc-
curred.

gr. If a lump ball is touched or tapped a seeond time, must the
player he in her own half' of the restraining circle?

A. No. Only the initial tap must be made in her half of the cir-
cle.

(12. llow do you differentiate between a player who is standing
around the circle and who therefore must hold her position
and one who is not'

A. Players who are around the circle and within an area 3 feet
from the circle must hold their positions. Players who are
more than 3 feet away from the circle do not have to hold
their positions,
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Rule 8. Handling The Ball

Rule 8. Handling The Hall

SECTION 25, REGULATIONS GOVERNING
BALL HANDLING. A player may
a. Throw, hat, bounce, hand or roll the ball to Regulations

Spectatoranother player, or throw for goal.
b. (atch, retain or throw the ban with one or Intarteranee

both hands. Violations

c. Take or tap the ball from an opponent.
(The hand is considered to be part of the ball when in contact
with the ball.)

U. Advance the ball by means o1 a dribble or an air dribble, taking
any number of steps between ihe release and the recovery of the

e. liold (not dribble) the ban for 5 seconds inhounds if closely
guarded. 5 seconds out of bounds. and 10 seconds on a free
throw.

1. After a goal, pass to a teanunate who is positioned behind the
endhne. The 5-second count begins when the ban is at the dis-
posal of the first player out of bounds.

g. Touch the ball to the floor while retaining possession of it. This
shall not be considered part of a dribble.

vs h. Use two steps after receiving the ball ih the air. on the run, or on
the cornpktion of a dribble. When catching the hall on the move
with both feet oil the floor, a player may step on one foot (step
one. the pivot foot) then on the other (step two) or on both feet
simultaneously (step one, either foot is the pivot foot) and then
on the other foot (step two).

1. Use either foot as a pivot foot after catching the ban while stand-
ing still.

j. Lift the pivot foot when releasing the ball for a pass or try for
goal. The ball must leave the hands before the pivot foot again
touches the floor,

k. On a dribble. release the ball before the pivot foot leaves the
floor.

I. Use a body part other than the foot as the pivot point when it is
the first to touch the floor.

m. lump while holding the hall. provided it is released before land-
ing from the jump.

n. Continue to play a ball which happens to touch an official on
the playing court.
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Ruh O. Handling the Bail

0/. is it legal jiff a Player outside the lane to hold the hall kmger
than 5 sewnds?

A. Yes. She may hold it until the 30-second period expires, pro-
vided an opponent guards her at a distance greater than 3
feet, As soon us an opponent guards within 3 feet, the player
may hold the ball a maximum of 5 seconds.

(12. Is ir legal for a player to continue dribbling the hall after it
has rebounded off her body!

A. Yes, providing the ball does not come to rest against her
body.

SECTION 26. SPECTATOR INTERFERENCE. If a spectator inter-
fetes with the flight of the ball at any time other than during a free
throw, the ball shall be awarded outofbounds at the point nearest
the interference to the team which last had possession of it.

SECTION 27. HANDLING-THE-BALL VIOLATIONS
a. Kicking the ball intentionally with foot or lower leg
b. Striking the ball with the fists
e. Dribbhng illegally

11 palming the ball permitting the bail to come to rest in one
hand while dribbling

21 by causing the hall to come to rest against the body
13) at the end of a dribble, fumbling the ball after it has been

touched with both hands or after it has come to rest in one
or both hands

Q. When does tl iuileriun rt(TUP on rite ftfinhie ar the end of Cr

A. When the dribbler again touches the ball after the fumble. If
she dues not touch the ball, the ball is in play.

d. Air dribbling illegally throwing or tapping the hall more than
once before st touches the floor or is touched by another player.

e. Combining an air dribble with a dribble
f. !folding the ball inure than 5 seconds out of bounds or more than

10 seconds on a lree throw
g. Iraveling with the ball.

PENALTY Liall goes to an opponent out of bounds at nearest spot
where violation occurred.
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Rule 9. Out of Bounds

Rule 9. Out uf Bound*

SECTION 28. A PLAYER
a. WITH THE BALL IS OUT OF

SOUNDS when she touches the flour Maw
or any object outside the court. Ball

b. WITHOUT THE BALL may run out of Ball Awarded
hounds provided she does nut Murn Out of Bounds
al 4 more ddvdnlitgeous position. It Tfitow-ln
she is to lie mvulved in the play. she Salon Gymnasiums
must return immediatcly at the smile Out of Bounds
spot Violations

i... MAY NOT LEAVE THE PLAYING
COURT without permission of an
official except during inwrinissions. When time-out is charged to
it team. players m.sy leave the mut m order to confer with their
ohiclies 41 in near their benches.

SECTION 29. THE BALL IS OUT OF BOUNDS when it touches the
floor or any person or objel1 outside the court. the supports or back
ot the backboard. All Vdges of the backboard are in-bounds.

1 he last player to touch the ball before it goes out of bounds is
held respinisible tor the ball leaving the court. If the hall is out-of-
bounds becauw it has touched a player who is outside the court,
that player IS responsible hit the out-ot-bounds ball. If a player hats
the ball back mto the court while her body is m the air outside the
court. dnd it she has not touched tlw fluor or any object outside the
l (Jun. the hall is still inbounds.
Sol I. It is a vsolation when the 1,41 or the player with the bail
contacts d .I.inch boundary line

II tlw buil is batted out-otbounds by one player on a jump hall.
regular out-ol-bounds rules shall apply

If two opponents touch the ball sonultaneously. sending it out
if t bounds. or if the official is unable to determine who last touched
the ball, the opponents shall take a ium p ball in tlw nearest restrain-
ing circle

the ceiling. apparatus nd other obstructions tWer the playing
court are out of bounds unless ground rules to the contrary have
been agri:ed upon by the captains before the ganw.
W. (hi WI out-ophaunds play. the ball ts hatted by an opponent

tiho it inthounth. It has the player raAurg the thrall-4n who
has 'sot returned a:bounds. Which team is awarded the hall"
I hi' tudili of the player who batted the ball is given the
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Role 9. Out of Bounds

throw-in. The ball is out-of-bounds because it has been
touched by a player who is outside the court.

02. May a player taking a throw-in bounce the ball to herself as
a signal to hes teammates?

A. Yes, providing she passes it inhounds within 5 seconds, and
providing no part of the ball touches within the court before
she catches it again. If she bounces the ball on a 2.inch line,
she has carried the ball into the court and has therefore com-
initted a violation.

SECTION 30. THE BALL IS AWARDED OUT OF BOUNDS
a, At the nearest point (endline or sideline) after

(I) a violation (handling ball violations. out-ofbounds situation.
30-second violation), except as listed in b. and c. below

(2) a dead ball while a team is in possession and no foul is in-
volved (team timeout, official time-out )

(3) common fouls, until the bonus rule is in effect
(4) offensive fouls
(5) spectator interference, except dunng a free throw.

NOTE. The ball shall not be put an play on the endline between the
free throw lane lanes extended except following a goal.
h. At the sideline after

( 1) jump ball violations
2) free throw violations

(3) offensive goaltending
(4) a free throw (or throws) whether successful or unsuccessful,

for technical, flagrant and unsportsmanlike conduct fouls.
NOTE: For ( 1 the ball is awarded opposite the respective circle at
which rhe violation occurred. For (2) and (3) the ball is awarded
opposite the free throw line extended. For (4) the ball is awarded at
mid-court to the team fouled.ra

c. ALIO . Z.} trfit:4-
4.,-::ti "

(2) 2T 111106.11111111PROPO
ti

(4)
d. At the endline after a successful

(I) field goal
(2) free throw, except following a free throw awarded during

intermission or for flagrant or technical fouls.
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Rule 9. Out of Bounds

SECTION 31. THE THROW-IN. li the hall goes out of bound; it
shall be put in play by an opponent of the player who touched it
last. the player throwing the ball inbounds shall release the ball
within 5 Seconds, The player guarding her, or the teammate reedy-
ing the pass may not touch, reach or step over the houndary line
until the hall has left the hands or the playr taking the throw-in.
the player un tlw court may nut touch the ball until it ICIves the
hands of the player taking the throw-in. There is no vertical plane
binning the player taking the throw-in.

When out-of-bounds space is limited to 3 feet or los, nu part of
arse player within the court may conic nearer than 3 feet to the spot
on the boundary line where the hall is being thrown in until the ball
has lett the hands of the player taking the throw-in.
Ql. ,.I player putting Ihe ball in play from rout of bounds thmws

rile ball aeross 11w tourt and out-opbeiunds. Wiw is awarded
the hall'
I tw hall is awarded to an opponent of the player who caused
it to go out of hounds. I he ball is put in play jt the spot of
the initial throw-in.
A player taking tln. 1hrow.in steps mi or over llw 2.infli
boundary line helare releasing the ball. She realizes this and
withdraws her foul to the kgal ouNif-bounds area and then
releases the bait What ii the' derision'
Violation A player may nut carry thc hall into the court
from out of hounds.

SECTION 32. IN SMALL GYMNASIUMS where the full length or
width of the floor is used. a free hall shall he out of bounds when it
toocho the wall or when a player with the ball puts a foot or the
ball against the wan. A player who touches the wall with hand or
body i except the foot) shall nut be considered out of hounds,

When the boondary hne and wall met, the player taking the
throw-in shall stand with one foot against the wall.
SECTION 33. OUT-OF-BOUNDS VIOLATIONS
a. Causing the ball to go out of bounds
b. Placing the foot or ball against the wan while in possession of

the ball when playing on a small court
e. "Touching the 2-inch boundary line with any part of tlw body

while in possession of the ball
d. Leaving the court without the hall and returning at a more

advantageous position
e. Carrying the ball into the court from out of bounds
f. Touching the ball after putting it in play from out of bounds

and before it has been touched by another player

A.

Q2

A.
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Rola 10. Threa-liacond Lane Violation

g. Holding the ball more than 5 seconds out-of-bounds Wow
passing it into the court

h. Leaving the spot designated by the official for a throw-in
I. Filtering the court at J more advantageous position after an

out-of-hounds play
j. touching or reaching over the boundary hne while guarding an

opponent taking a throw-in. No violation shall hv called if the
penalty is to the advantage of the team committing the viola-
tion. (Hold Whistle.)

k. When out-of-hounds space is limited to 3 feet or !M. a player
inhounds fading to keep 3 teet Jway trom the spot on the boun-
dary line where the haH is being thrown in, no violation shall
he called if the penalty is to the advantage of the team commit-
ting Ow violation. (Hold Whistle 1

PENALTY Ball goes to an opponent out-of.hounds at the spot
where the violation occurred.

NOT I-- l'or repeated violations ot i Jnd k, a technical foul shall be
assessed for delay O game.

Rule 10. Three-Second Lane Violation

Nii .A player with or without the hall may not remain for more than
3 se onds in the free throw lane while her team is in possession Of the
hall inhounds. This refers to the part of the free-throw lane between
the free-throw line and the endline, including the fines bounding this
area 11 she receives the ball within .? seconds, she has 3 additional
see,mds t show or get out of rhe lane. Stepping off the court to
avoid a three-second lane violation is illegal. The 3-second count is
m effct regardless of the positon of the hall on the couit. The 3
second count terminates at the nd of the 3rd second.
N/PFN A LTY Ball goes to an opponent out-of-hounds at the
nearest point lendhne I except when baskt has been nullified iside-
lift i.
QI. II a plaver reersres the hall ot Ow lane, what option does that

plater have '
A a. Ihe pljycr mo shoot within 3 seconds of receiving the

hall and then stay in the lane, since a hall in the air on a
111, for goal Is no longer in possession of her 11:341.

h. I he player may pass to a teammate. hut the pass must he
4way and she must be out ot the lane within 3 seconds of
the tone she ro:ewed the hall. I his Ost:1114:s a successful
pass and that the hall remains in possession of her team.
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Rule 11. Field Goals

L. 111e player may drthble out of the lane. hut both she and
the haft must be out ot the lane within 3 seconds, from
the tune she receiveil the hall.

Q.7. May a ploer without the hall remain in the tree-throw lane
tnore than three set folds during a jump hall in the frte-thrrne
restraining circle, or after the hall has been rekaseil fur a try
fur basket and tlte following rebound play'

.A. Yes I he hall is not considered in the possessioo of tier team
during those instances.

(J.3 . I Pi ,,tienstri Miner ha$ the ball out ot bounds an,' her team-
mate inon.i$ into the tree-throu tatu When Joes the. okii,,al
whir! eounting por the 3-see oted i iolav,iii '

A its soon J her iV4111111Jte 1)11 t he court gams possession of the
hall

Rule 11. Field Goals

SECTION 34. VIOLATIONS
a. I ;thaltendnig
I he penithv lot a IS Js I ollvI4s

For a l'io mlatuon by a J. reir 'd %Imitationse ale', the
Pelt/ 1;14/I aftempi )hia,11 he it elared a koal I

30-Second I
ViolationI, hethcr made ur mased. and 4'he hall n put

Spectatorici Mut b,qund the endlnie bi the ream
Interferenc I

s: oreel againa. I or a iholatoon il an open.
sire plaver, tlic hasAe 1, a mad, %hall not tount. and whether
made or cm vied, the hall 0141 he 111v6IPLic'1,1 to an opponent init-ol-
bounds at the tree thro4 hne ettendea

h iht0Wthg hn haOet % hen the ball is heing put in play from out
ot hounds

I he penalti lot h. ts 40 tallow.
Goal. if made, (hoe $ non iount and the hall $hall be astarded loan
opponent out .0 ',wind, at MC mid:oh' pwareAt the quit scheie the
rtolottbni :H4104,1. It the 1:oal it inwed. the hall shall continue in
folat- r ili,Iti tilitiitIc

SECTION 35. 30-SECOND VIOLATION. A team in possession ot
the hall tailing to try tor goal within 30 seconds.
PENALTY KA goes to an opponent out of hounds at the neateNt

point tic w here t he Y tole ion ix( tared.
NO I I if J player shoots at the vgrimg hastet, whether the goal is
made or 1m...ed. the 30-secon,l clock is not re-set. I he gthil, it made,
shall count II a lout nt'ellIs oil the shot it is not a slIthAIng IOW. SCC
Rule 4, 1 iy I or tioal
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Rule 12. Fouls and Penalties

Q. lust after the 30-sccund clock signal is sounded, the ball is
shot by a forward on the free-throw line. Should the ball be
taken out opposite the basket or the free-throw line?

A. The ball should be put in play closest to the position of the
ball at the time the 30 seconds elapsed; therefore, in this
case. at the free-throw line extended.

SECTION 36. SPECTATOR INTERFERENCE. If a spectator inter-
feres with the flight of the ball during an attempt for a field goal,
the goal if made, shall not count, and whether nuide or missed, the
ball shall be awarded out-of-bounds at the point nearest the inter-
ference.

Rule 12. Folds and Penalties

Although basketball is theoretically a non-
Personal Pauli contact game. it is obvious that personal con-
fer:finical Fouls tact cannot be entirely avoided when players

!Medians are moving rapidly over a limited space. Per-
sonal contact which does not hinder the opponent from Partici-
pating in normal offensive or defensive movement should be con-
sidered incidental and not a foul. Contact in which pressure is
applied shall be considered inhibiting and a foul called. Tagging is
legal.

If personal contact results from an attempt to play the ball, if
the players are in such positions they could reasonably expect to
gain the ball and if they use due care to avoid contact, such contact
may be classified as accidental and need not be penalited.

The rule on fouls is designed to prevent roughness in the game
and to encourage good, open playing.

SECTION 37. TYPES OF FOULS
a. Common foul is a personal foul which is not flagrant or inten-

tional or committed against a player trying for a field goal or part
of a double foul. A Soon bell faMeit4s0Nisaskiii.-

b. Doubh. put OCCurs when fouls are called on two opponents
simultaneously.

e. flagrant foul is a foul involving an unsporting act of a violent
nature. It may be a technical foul (when the ball is dead) or
a personal foul. A flagrant foul is always a disqualifying foal.

d. Intentional foul is a personal foul, which in the judgment of the
official, appears to be premeditated. It Is not based on the sever-
ity of the act.

e. 41 ultiple foul is a personal foul which occurs when one player
fouls two or more opponents, or when two or more players foul
an opponent simultaneously.

5 0
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Rule 12. Fouls and Penffilties

f. Offensive foul is a common foul committed by a player while
that player's team is in control of the ball.

Control of the ball is to have possession of the ball by either holding.
passing or dribbling. Team control begins when the ball becomes
alive and continues until the ball is in flight during a try for goal. an
opponent secures control or the ball becomes dead. There is no team
control during a jump ball, a loose ball or after the ball leaves the
shooter's hand on an attempted field goal.
g. Personal foul is a player foul that involves contact with an oppo-

nent while the ball is alive.
h. feehnicat put is a non-contact foul committed by a player or

non-player, or a contact foul committed by a player while the
hail is dead.

1. Unsporting mnduet fOul is a technical foul in which unethical
conduct is exhibited. This may be a disqualifying foul.

Q. An offensive player is Puled as she taps a rebound into the
basket. Is the basket good? now many free throws is site
awarded if the basket i4 not good?

A. The beget pod. The offensive player is in the act of
=lib%and therefore will receive two free throws if the
missed end ow free throw if the basket I made.

If the offal** player fouls in the ad of aboothtj while
tapping the bet the lmeket if made shaU not count and the
player will Ilse &Mood with an Wady, foul. If the player
fade aftirmleanag the bat on a lapin, the basket, if made,
eball abVilf Sal if the opponents are In the bonus, they
would Oil *Oa one sad one. If the bonne is not in effect,
they woOlObaltoiadad paisoa of lbe ball out-of-b000da
attbaliaintapot.

SECTION 38. PERSONAL FOULS include:
a. Blocking Personal contact which impedes the progress of an

opponent with or without the ball. Blocking includes contact
requiting from:
( I ) an opponent entering the path of a moving player without

giving that player a chance to stop or change direction.
(21 extending the arrn(s) in such a manner as to impede the

progress of an opponent

Q. Is the hori:rontal extension of the om(t) a foul?
A. No, contact must result and if such contact does result it is

the responsibility of the defensive player. Thus, even If the
brosittsiireeie is &Madam* patitioe with the em(s)
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Rule 12. Fouls and Penalties

extended horizontally end is contacted by an offensive
player, the defensive player is responsible for the foul.

(3) extending body over the vertkal plane of an opponent
%/NOTE: Legal defensive vertical plane is with hands directly above
the head and shoulders. If an offensive shooter follows through with
the hand into the defensive player who has not moved. it is incidental
contact. If the defensive player moves to interfere with the shot. she
is hacking.

(4) illegal sereening.
WTI- Shimmery screen I piek1 is illegal if contact results after a

pbycr assumes a position closer than two feet away from an
opponent when setting a screen from behind or when she
makes contact with a stationary opponent when setting a
screen within the visual field of that opponent.
Mrvine screen when an opponent is nioving, the moving
sereen must be set far enough from the opponent to permit
the person being screened to avoid contact. If the screener
'travel§ in an established path and contact results. responsi-
hility lies with the person heing screened. However if the
moving screener ddiherately changes pace or direction. the
screener is responsible for contact which may result.

h Charging ....ontad resulting front a player with the ban moving
her body or the ball into an opponent whose position i5 legal or
whose path is already established. Contact caused by the mown-
tuin of a player who has passed the ball is a form of charging.
Contact oused by the momentum of a player who has thrown
for a goal is also a form of charging. but is not an offensive foul,

A dribbler shall not charge into, or contact an opponent in
her path. or attempt to dribhle between two opponents or be-
tween an opponent and 2 boundary line, unless the spare is such
as to provide a re2sonable chance l'or her to go through without
contact. If a dribhler, without causing contact, manages to get
head and shoulders ahead. the gwater responsibility for subse-
quent contact rests with the defensive player.

Nall.: When both players are moving. contaet with appendages is
blockmg, contact with the trunk is charging.
L. Hocking hitting the wrist or forearm of an opponent in an

iit'-nipt to tie the ball, stop a pass or bloek a shot
d. I. i 'we contact resulting from

(It the use of hands and/or arms which inhibits the freedom of
movement of an opponent

SI
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Rule 12. Fouls acid Ponalties

(2) continual contact resulting in a disadvantage to the oppo-
nent.

e. Pushing contact resulting from an attempt to
I II secure possession of the ball from an unfavorabk position
121 gain a rnorc favorable position on the court.

f. Tripping

Q. Show a goal se smred when an offensive player. foukd in
the art of shooting (throwing plr goall riP ha: shined an (I-
lan to throw PPP goal. releases th bail after the whistle'

A. Yes, see Ruk 4. Act of Shooting.

PENALTY for Sec. 38. a through f
On e. foul is charged to the offender; if it is the player's fifth personal
foul, or if it is flagrant, she is immediately disqualified.

Free throws are awarded as follows:
( I I No free throws fur

(a) each i;ommon foul before the bonus is in effect
(h) any offensive foul
(c) a doubk foul

NOTE: For penalty 4a) and (b) above, bull is awarded to opponent
at nearest spot out-of-bounds; for Icf, a jump ball is taken in the
nearest restraining orck between any two opposing pbyers in the
game when the fouls occurred.
Ntt2I One free throw for a foul against a player in the act of

shooting whos attempt is success(ul. This includes inter!.
tional and flagrant fouls.

43) Bonus free throw for each common foul (except offensive
foul)
(al beginning with the opponents' seventh personal foul

during the half in a game played in halves, provided the
first atwmpt is successful, or

(b) beginning with the opponent's fifth personal foul dur-
mg the half in a game plawd in quarters. provided the
first atwmpt is successful.

NOTE. All personal and flagrant personal fouls count toward the
bonus situation.

If a multiple foul is committed against a player in the act of
shooting, whose attoupt is not successful, the player will receive a
total of 3 free throws. if the basket is made, a maximum of two free
throws is awarded.

For a multiple foul comniitted by a defensive player in the
bonus situation. a onc and one is awarded each player fouled. If one

iii
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Rule 12. Fools sod Penalties

uf the fouls places the team in the bonus situation, either of tlw
players fuukd may shoot the bonus. A maximum of four free
throws may he awarded a single player involved in a multiple foul
and not in the act of shooting but in the bonus.

(4) Two free throws for
(a) a foul against a player in the act of shooting whose

atte nlpt Is UflSUL'LLS sful
h) an intentional foul

Ic) a flagrant foul.
NOTE For any flagrant toul the offending player is immediately
disqualified. following the free throws, the ball is awarded to the
offended *CAM at midcourt.

5 ) lluve free throws for
(a) an teteationg foul ht the set of shootingenst the basket is

mimed
(b) a fiestaist foul is the set of shooting sad the buket

slimed

SECTION 39. TECHNICAL FOULS
IntLictions which are obviously unintentional and have no

effect on the game. or arc of an administrative character, should not
tw considered technical foul. _rile.. there is repetitOn of the same
infractum Jfter being warned hy n offieial. An official may some-
tinws prevent A foul by warning players when they are about to
make some minor infraction such as stepping off the court to gt a
drink of water or tailing to report to the official when substituting
during tillie uUt It is good judgment for the official to forestall
minor technical infractions. Infractions which are deliberate or are
unsporhruanlikc or give the offendcr an unfair advantage should be
penalited promptly with a technical foui .

echnical touts include
J. 1 edInteJI fouls by player

4 1 Disrespectfully addressing an official
Zi Using language or gestures toward an opponent which are

distracting
(3) Baiting an opponent or obstructing her vision by waving

hands near the eyes
(4) Delaying the game by:

a ) preventing hall from being properly put in play
lb) repeated violahon of Mile 9. Section 33. j and k
(el interfering with ball after a successful free throw or

field goal
failing to begin play when instructed to do so
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Rule 12. Fouls and Penalties

(5) Leaving the playing court without permission of an
official except during intermission.

(6) Failing to raise only one sand at arm's length above her
head after being charged with a foul or raising it in such a
way as to indicate resentment

(7) (*hanging her playing number without reporting to the
scorer and to the referee

( 8) Substituting illegally
(9) Participating in the ganie after being disqualified

(10) Wearing an illegal number
(11) Knowingly attempting a free throw or jump ball to which

she was not entitled
(12) After being warned, attempting to disconcert the player

taking a free throw until the ball has left her hands or
interfering with the fligh f the ball to the basket

(13) Displaying any unsporting conduct or using unnecessary
roughness

(14) Wearing jewelry.
b. Technical fouls by team, coaeh. substitute and team follower

(1) Eailing to supply scorers with names and numbers in
numerical Ui :er of players and starting lineup 10 min-
utes before the game begins. The starting lineup may be
changed before game time when necessitated by obvious
injury.

( 2) Taking more than the legal number of time-outs
(3) Addressing officials or opponents in a disrespectful or

disconcerting manner at any time
(4) Attempting to influence the official's decision by rising

from the bench andfor using comments or gestures
(5) Inciting undesirable crowd reactions
(6) Entering the Court, unless by permission of an official,

to attr.d an injured player
(7) Leaving their bench area to follow the action on the court

while ball is in play
(8) Displaying any other unethical behavior.

PENALTY for Sec. 39 a and b
(1) Offended team is awarded one free throw which may be

taken by any player, including an entering substitute;
ball is awarded to offended team oat-of-bounds at mid-
court. A second free throw shall be awarded if the foul
is flagrant

../ (2) For any flagrant or unsporting conduct foul, the offend-
ing person is immediately disqualified, two free throws are
awarded and the ball is awarded to the offended team at
midcourt,

11 5 II
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Rale 12. Fouls and Penalties

(3) For three infractions of any technical foul under See.
39, the offender shall be disqualified. If the offender is a
coach or (earn follower, the offender shall be instructed to
leave the gymnasium following the third technical foul
charged to that individual. Failure to leave the area will
result in a defaulted game,

SECTION 40. FOULS IN SPECIAL SITUATIONS
When a violation immediately precedes a foul by the same c); a

different player, the penalty for a violation shall be imposed.
When a foul occurs simultaneously with a violation and both the

foul and the violation are called, only the penalty for the foul shall
be imposed.

a. DOUBLE PERSONAL FOUL occurs when fouls are called on
two opponents simultaneously. Fouls shall be recorded but penalties
shall not be imposed. Play is resumed by a jump ball in the nearest
restraining circle between any two opposing players who were in the
game at the time.

b. A DOUBLE TECHNICAL FOUL FOR UNSPORTING CON-
DUCT occurs when fouls for unsporting conduct are called on
coaches, players or team followers of two opposing teams simul-
taneously. A free throw shall be awarded to each team and play
shall be roomed with a jump ball in the center circle.

c. FOULS DURING AN INTERMISSION when one or both
teams commit a foul. Fouls during a dead ball are technical fouls.

The free throw(%) shall be taken before the succeeding period
begins. Whether made or missed, the period is started with a center
jump except following an unsporting condi.a foul or a flagrant foul.

d. FOULS DURING THE DEAD BALL that followed a foul, if
committed by

4 1 0 The team that committed the original foul
(a I free t hrow(s) administered
(b) play resumes with ball out-of-bounds at midcourt

(2) The team that was fouled and was to have been awarded
possession only
(al free throw(s) administered
(b1 ball awarded out-of-bounds at midcourt to the team

fouled during the dead ball
(3) the team that was fouled during play, in ail other situations

(a ) free t hrow(s) administered
(b) ball awarded out-of-bounds at midcourt to the team

fouled during the dead ball.
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Rule 13. Free Throws

Frio Throw
Procedure
P41411iipto Frei Throw
Free Throw

Violations
Wrong Ping,
wrens Basket
Soctator

Interference

Rule 13. Fres Throws

SECTION 41. A FREE THROW is an un-
guarded throw for goal by a player from a
position behind the free-throw line and
within the restraining circle. If made, one
point is scored. The throw for goal shall be
made within 10 seconds after the ball has
been placed at the disposal of the player at
the free-throw line. This shall apply to each
free throw.

SECTION 42. PROCEDURE
a. PERSONAL FOUL, If a free throw is awarded, the player who

was fouled must take the free throw. If the player fouled against
is to be withdrawn from the game, she must attempt her own
free throw and wait for the next dead ball. In case of iniury or
disquatilkatiun of the player fouled against, the free throw must
be taken by the substitute for the injured or disqualified player.
The substitute must be one who was not in the game when the
injury or disqualification occurred. If no substitute is available,
any remaining player may attempt the free throw.

b. TECHNICAL FOUL. Free throwts1 may be taken by any player,
including an entering substitute, of the offended team. Following
the free throw(s). the ball is awarded to the offended team out of
bounds at mid-court.

Exception: All technical fouls called during intermission (other than
unsporting conduct and flagrant fouls) shall be followed by a jump
ball to begin the playing period. .

c. DURING A FREE THROW
(I) fur a personal foul for which a free throw is awarded. the

teams are entitled to line up at the free throw lanes within
alternate lane spaces. The defensive team is entitled to both
lane positions nearest the basket. If a player chooses not to
occupy the lane space to which she is entitled, an opponent
may occupy this position. A maximum of four players may
line up on each side. If players choose to line up. they must
have both feet within the lane space which is three feet deer.
It is nut mandatory that players occupy any lane space.

%,/ A three-foot depth encompasses the lane spaces and the
restraining circle. Players may not line up within 3 feet of
the restraining circle.

at ,
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Rule 13. Frio Throws

(2) For technical and flagrant fouls players must remain behind
the restraining circle.

d. IF THE GOAL IS MADE, the ball shell be put in play by an op-
ponent out-of-bounds at any point behind the endline where the
goal was scored. Time-in is taken when the ball from the out-of-
bounds play touches a player on the court.

c. IF THE GOAL IS HISSED and the ball touches the ring. the ball
is in play. Time-in is taken when the ball touches a player on the
court.

SECTION 43. MULTIPLE FREE THROWS
a. For personal fuuls: when two or more free throws are awarded

the same team, the ball is dead after all but the last throw, at
which time the procedure for a single foul is followed.

b. For technical fouls: when two or more free throws are awarded
the same torn, the ball is dead after every free throw and is put
in play at midcourt following the last free throw.

SECTION 44. FREE-THROW VIOLATIONS. After the ball is
placed at the disposal of the player at the free throw line, the fol-
lowing ;ire violation:
a. Failure to attempt the free throw within 10 seconds ;fter the

ban has been awarded at the free-throw line
b. Failure to cause the ball to touch the fing or enter the basket
c. Entering a restricted area before the hall touches the ring or

baekboard us enten the basket
0 1 while taking a free throw, touching the floor on or beyond

the freethrow line or rotraining circle
12) any player touching the floor on or within the free-throw

lane boundaries including the lane space marker
(3) any player, other than the player taking the free throw,

entering the restraining Lirde
(4) any player enteriag or leaving a bne space after the ball is

given to the shooter
(5) 2ny player entering the lane space of another player or

extending her arms into an occupied adjacent space
d. Any opponent disconcening the player taking the free throw

PENALTY If the violation is committed
1. By an offensive player, the goal. if made, shall not count and

whether made or missed, the ball shall be awarded to an otipo-
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Rule 14, Correction of Errors

.. 4

tient out-of-bounds at the sideline opposite the free-throw line.
2. By a defensive player, the goal, if made, shall count and the ball

is put in play from out-of-bounds at the endline by an opponent
of the player taking the free throw. If the goal is missed, the
free throw shall be repeated. (Hold whistle.)

3. By players of both teams, the goal, if made, shall not count and
whether made or missed, a jump ball is taken in the nearest
restraining mule between the players involved.

s/4. On a multiple free throw if a violation is committed on any free
throw before the last one by
a, an offensive player, the goal. if made, shall not count.
b. ti defensive player, the goal, if made, shall count. If inissed,

the free throw shall be repeated.
c players of both Warns, the goal. if made. shall not count.

Q 1. 4 pla,Ver COMMIS an illegal ircy throw by making a shut
wind: falls short ol the basket. An opponent steps over the
lane line. Is a double violation culled"

A. No. The opponent is drawn into the lane having anticipated
Ow ball hitting the ring or board and ring. The ball would be
given to her team out-of-bounds at the sideline.

QZ. An opponent is standing on Ow Iane line us the player releas-
es a free throw. The shot is short and fails tu touch the rim.
Is a double violation called"

AIso . Yes, they are both violations.
SECTION 45. WRONG PLAYER. Should the wrong player take the
free throw and make it. the goal shall stand unless the officials
discover the error before the ball has been put in play from out of
bounds. If this error is observed immediately, the goal If made shall
not count. If the goal is missed and the ball touches the ring, the ball
shall be in play unless the officials discover the error before the ball
touches a player on the court. In either laSe, if the error is dis-
covered before the ball is in play, a violation shall be called and the
ball shall be awarded to the opponent out-of-bounds at the sideline
opposite the free-throw line.

SECTION 46. SPECTATOR INTERFERENCE, If a spectator inter-
feres with the flight of the ball during a free throw, the goal, if
made. shall not count, and whether made or missed the free throw
shall be repeated.

Rule 14. Correction of Errors

In all situations where errors are corrected play shall be resumed

61
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Rule 14. Correction of Erron

at the point at which the game was mtenupted in order to make the
correction.

SECTION 47. FREE THROWS. Officials may correct an error when
an unproperly administered penalty for an infraction of a rule results
in
a. failure to administer an earned free throw
b. Administering a free throw which should not have been awarded
c. Awarding the wrong Wall a free throw

\id. Ad numstering a free throw at the wrong basket.
If the error is dist:twined while the elock is stopped, the error

shall he corrected before the clock is again itarted. If the error is
diseovered while the cloek is running, it must be corrected before
the ball bevoines alive following the first dead ball after the error
%lb conmutted

Any action which took plaee during the tune the clock was run
ning fpoints scored, tune consumed. fouls commitwd. and/or any
other action excluding the error itself; shall stand. (Exception: Ituk
1 .4. Section 45 P.

SECTION 48. TIMING ERRORS DUE TO INACCURACY OF
TIMERS. In situations where thue has erroneously expired or failed
to expire, the ()lima in charge of the game has authority to reset
the time remaining on the clock if there is knowledge available to
c)rrect such JII Mor. I his proeedure ako applies to errors with the
30 second cloek.

In all situations. exeept a through d of Section 47, the score shall
stand.

SECTION 49. SCORING. Any errors in the seore may he vorreeted
under the provisions of correctable errors and the rules until the
official has checked the official worebook and verifies tilt: score to
he correct. the scorer shall notify the official immediately when an
error is detected.

SECTION 50, TIME-OUT FOR CORRECTION. I lute out to retpwst
a coffee/able error shall he designated :is an official tMie-out unless
no error is made, in which ciiiie the team requesting the correction
shall he charged with J tili1C-Out.
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I RULE INTERPRETATIONS
Inquiries on interpretations of rules must include a

stamped, self-addressed envdupe and should be addressed to:
JILL HUTCHISON
StcConniek Hall
lihnois State University
Normal, IL 61761

In writing. please indicate the number of the rule and the
sectiun tu which your inquiry refers. The Rules Intrpreter
does not make de.:isions on protests or on the winners of
games gind tournainents.
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INDEX TO BASKETBALL RULES
1978-79

Act of Shooting Definition
Rule

4
See.

Addressing Officials 3 1408)
5 17

Air dribble Definition 4
Violation 8 27d

Backboard 1 2

Ball Specifications 1 4
Bounce test 1 4

Ball lodges in support 7 221(6)

Basket 1 3

Benches Location 1 6
Choice of benches 6 20
Coach leaving bench area 12 391:0(7)

Blocked shot Definition. 4
Momentary suspension of ball 7 23b

Blocking 12 38a
12 38bNOTE

Bonus shot Definition 4
12 38 Penalty,3

Boundary lines 1 1

Braces worn by players 5 19

Captain represents team 5 17

Center circle 1 lb
Changing numbers 12 392(7)

Charging 12 38b

Choice of baskets 6 20

Clock When to start or stop 2 10

.Closely guarded Definition 4
8 25e
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Rule Sec.

Coach entering court 12 39b(6)

Correction of errors by officials 14
Free throws 14 47
Scoring 14 49
Timing 14 48

Dead ball Definition 4

Defaulted same -
Definition 4
Fewer than three players 5 15
Officials' duties 2 7d
Refusing to leave gymnasium 12 39b

Penalty,2
Score 3 11
Team not ready 6 21

Defensive player Definition 4

Delaying the game 12 39a4

Diagram of court 1 1

Discontinued same Definition. 4
Score of 3 11
Who may call 2 7j

Disqualification Definition 4
Disqualified player 12 38

Penalty
No substitute 5 16
Substitute takes free throw or jump 5 18

Disqualifying foul 12 37c,i
Disrespectfully addressing official 12 39a(1)
Double foul

Definition 12 37b
Center jump 7 22b(7)

Double violation Definition 4
Play resumed 7 22b(3)

Dribble 4

Ejection of coach or team follower 12 39
Penalty,2
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Ruk Svc.

Enter game after disqualification . 12 3909)
Equipment 1

Failure to raise arm 12 3946)
Field goal Score of 3 11

Field goal violation 11 34

Foul Definition 4

Types 2 37
Common 2 37a
Double 2 37b
Flagrant . 2 37c
Intentional 2 37d
Multiple 2 37e
Offrnsivc .
Personal

2 37f
2 37g

Technical 2 37h
Unsporting conduct 2 371

Personal 2 38
Blocking 2 38a
Charging 2 38b
Hacking 2 38c
llolding 2 38d
Pushing 2 38e
Tripping 2 38f
Pe n al t y 2 38

Technical 2 39
By player 2 39a
By team, coach, substitute and team

follower 2 39b
Penalty 2 39

Special situations 2 40
Double nersonal 2 40a
Double wchnical 2 40b
During intermission 2 40c
During dead bidl 2 40d

Free throw Definition 13 41
Procedure 13 42

During free throw 13 42c
Goal made 13 42d
Goal missed 13 42e
Personal foul 13 42a
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Technical foul.
Rule See.

13 42b
Multiple free throws 13 43

Personal 13 43a
Technical 13 43b

Violations 13 44
Wrong player 13 45
Wrong basket 13 47d
Spectator interference 13 46

Fumble - Definition 4
Game Length of 3 12

Preliminaries 6 20
Tie 3 13
When terminated 3 12

Game ball 1 4
Goal . Definition 4

Disagreement over 32 71t

Score

Goaltending Definition 4
Violation 11 342

Ground rules 2 General
information 5

Hacking 12 38c

Handling the ball 8 25
Violations 8 27

Held ball Definition 4

Holding 12 38d
Illegal number Definition 4

illegal substitutions 4" 1 i 3908)
Injury Time-out for 3 14d,e(6)
Intermission Definition 4

Jewelry 5 19

Jump ball Definition 4
Regulations 7 22e
Time-in for 2 10a( 1)a
Time-out for 2 103(2)c
To start eaen play penod 7 22a
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Violation 7 24
When awarded 7 22b

Kick the ball 8 27a

Leavir ; the court without pennission 12 39(5)
Langth of game 3 12

L'mited space 9 32

I.4ve ball Definition 4

Multiple free throws 13 43
Number of players necessary to continue game . . 5 16

Offensive player . Definition 4
Officials -. Duties 2

Out of bounds 9
A player 9 28

Leaving the playing court 9 28c
With the ball 9 28a
Without the ball 9 28b

Ball 9 29
Ball awarded 9 30
Small gymnasiums 9 32
Throwin 9 31
Violations 9 33

Overhead obstruction 9 29
Own basket - Definition 4
Palmini ball - Definition 8 27c(1)
Pass Definition 4

Penalties - Fouls 12
Violations 8

9
10

Pivot - Definition . 4
Legal 8 25i,j,k,1,

m,n,o
Playing court 1 I a

Practice ball 1 4
Preliminaries of game 6 20
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Rule Sec.

Pushing 12 38e
Reentry into game 5 18
Referee 2 7

Restraining circles . Definition 4
Roll the ball 8 25a
Scorebook 2 9

Scorers Duties 1. 9

Scoring 3 1 1

Method of 2 9

Screening - Definition 4
Moving 12 38allote
Stationary 12 38allote

Small gymnasium 9 32
Spectator interference 8 26

11 36
12 39b

Penalty 2
13 46

Starting play 6 21

Strike ball with fist 8 27b
Substitution Procedure 5 18

For Jumper 5 18
For player taking free throw 5 18

Suspended game 2 7j

Tagging Definition 4

Team Minimum of players 5 16

Team follower - Definition 4

Thirty-second clock 1 5
2 We

Thirty-second violation 11 35

Three-second lane Definition 4
Violation 10
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Ruk Sec.

Throw for basket front out of bounds 11 34b
Throwin Limited space 9 32

Procedure for 9 32
Time in for . 3 15b

Tie-ball When called 7 23

Tit game 3 13

Time-in 3 15

Titne-out For injury 3 14d,e(b)
More than five tinws
When taken

12
3

39W)
14

Timm Duties 1 10
Assistant tinier 3 10h
Thirty-second c1ock operator 2 10c

Touch ball to floor K 25g

Traveling Definition 4
Vi(,lation 8 27g

Tripping 1 2 381

Try k r goal Definition 4

Uniforms 5 19

Unnecessary roughness 12 39;1113)

Unsporting conduct
Players 1 2 371.

Spectators or coaches 12 3399:313-8))

Violation Definition 4
rield goal 11 34
Free throw 13 44
Handling the ball 8 27
Jump ball 7 22
Out-of-bounds 9 33
Thirty-second 11 35
Three-second lane 10
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SITES FOR 197040
AIAW BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Large College:
Satellites, March 16-17, 1979

South: Tennessee Technologkal University. Cookeville
Central: Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
East: To be selected
West: To be selected

Finals, March 22 and 24, 1979
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, Nora Finch, Meet

Director

Small College:
Site to be determined, March 20-24, 1979

CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

Oat 3 Wool letascellegiste Basketball Chao* whip Results

197142, Illinois State University. Normal

st Place: Im maculate College, Pennsylvania
2nd Place: West Chester State College, Pennsylvania
3rd Place: California State University, Fullerton
4th Place: Mississippi State College for Women, Columbus

AIAW Nedeed leterceilesiete Beaketbell Cbaiesslembips Resells

1972-73, Queens College, New Y ork

lit Place: Immaculate College, Pennsylvania
2nd Place: Queens College. New York
3rd Place: Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven
4th Place: Indiana University, Bloomington

1973-74, Kansas State University

1st Place: Immaculate College, Pennsylvania
2nd Place: Mississippi College, Clinton
3rd Place: Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven
4th Place: William Penn College, Oskaloosa. Iowa
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1974-75, Madison College, Virginia

ist Place: Delta State University, Cleveland, Mississippi
2nd Place: Immaculata College, Pennsylvania
3rd Place: California State University. Fullerton
4th Place: Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven

1975-76, Penn State University

1st Place: Delta State University, Cleveland, Mississippi
2nd Place: Immaculata College, Pennsylvania
3rd Place: Wayland Baptist College. Plainview, Texas
4th Place: William Penn College, Oskaloosa, lowa

1976-77. University of Minnesota

1st Place: Delta State University, Cleveland. Mississippi
2nd Place: Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge
3rd Place: University of Tennessee. Knoxville
4th Place: Immaculata C -liege. Pennsylvania
5th Place: Baylor University, Waco. Texas

1977-78. University of California, Los Angeles

1st Place: University of California, Los Angeles
2nd Place: University of Maryland at College Park
3rd Place: Montclair State College, New Jersey
4th Place: Wayland Baptist College. Plainview, Texas

1978-79, North Carolina State University. Raleiah

1st Place: Old Dominion College, Norfolk, Virginia
2nd Place: Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston
3rd Place: University of Tennessee. Knoxville
4th Place: University of California, Las Angeles
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MAW listliaal SAW Ce 14, Baskaskil Chimpionhip Aso its
l 974-7S, Southern Colorado State College, Pueblo (Invitational)e
1s1 Place: Phillips University. Oklahoma
2nd Place: Talladega College, Alabama
3rd Place: Ashland College, Ohio
4th Place: Emporia Kansas State College

1975-76, Ashland College, Ohio

1st Place: Berry College. Mt. Berry, Georgia
2nd Place: West, Georgia College, Carrollton, Georgia
3rd Place: Phillips University, Enid, Oklahoma
4th Place: Ashland College, Ohio

1976-77, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

ist Place: Southeastern Louisiana University, Hammond
2nd Place; Phillips University, Enid, Oklahoma
3rd Place: Berry College, Mount Berry, Georgia
4th Place: Biota College, La Mirada, California

1977-78, Francis Marion College, Florence, South Caro &a

1st Place; High Point College, High Point. North Carolina
2nd Place: South Carolina State College, Orangeburg
3rd Place. Berry college, Mount Berry, Georgia
4th Place: Biola College, La Mirada, California

1978.79, North Dakota State University, Fargo

lst Place: South Carolina State College, Orangeburg
2nd Placc University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio
3rd Place: Niagara University, Niagara. New York
4th Place: Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama

7 2
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1978-79 National Large College Basketball Champion
Old Dominion College, Norfolk, Virginia

a

1:!1

1.0"4" v!"41.
s. iffy- .44 Li 7 :**--

tront Row Su Brown. Sandy Burke, Debbie Richard. Sue Davy.
Beth t'ampbell Han lentenie
Back 119%* Ma mow SI,11110 t lwI co:JAI, Nancy I wherinan, Jan

raiiiihiv Su RR hard.o.n. Inge titvien, I &rid:, Jeri MK% (*Mai.
Rh,nda kompida twell (otinan. Jelly Bosom a.m.:taw! eitachi.

1978-79 National Small College Basketball Champion
South Carolina State College, Orangeburg

70cf

?la

ttont Row 1.113)04, Rudolph, Ai...Hines,
Reck Row: ('. %Ivo,. S. Cadsen, I. Robinson, R. Jackson, U.
Thorny., In V. tIfrh. It. Sititk P. Rivers, K. Wilikiim. U. Green
(trainer ). . head -ci mkt ) Pie sh4Pit-n
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I

HAWS AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS

The Affiliated Boards of Officials (ABO) is one of 7 structures if
the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NA(WS).
The following official statenient of goals was approved by the ABO
Executive Council (Fall, 1977) in an effort to clarify the future di-
recfions of A, BO:

L. To improve the quality of officiatmg for girls and, women% sports
contests, regardless of the level of skill/maturity of players, or the
rules governing the contest.

2. To increase the number of competent women officials, not to the
exclusion of men, but as needed affirmative action,

3. ro promote the involvement of women in the governing bodies of
other sports officiating groups.

The purpose of the ABO is to promote quality officiating for girls
and women% sport programs by:

(1) Deveoping officiating techmques
(2) Providing materials for training and rating officials
(3) Disseminating information about officiating
(4) Promoting the use of A BO-rated officials
(5) Developing standards of conduct for officials compatible

with the philosophy of the NAGWS
(6) Providing the organizational and administrative structure for

the coordination of Affiliated Boards
(7) Promoting standards with respect to fees, ratings and uni-

forms.

Approximately IN Boards of Officials throughout the United
States are affdiated with ABO/NAGWS. These boards provide oppor-
tunities for interested individuals to seam about officiating or judg-
ing and are authorized to give NAGWS ratinp.

The Pnnciples and Techniques of Officiating (PTO) Committees
for each of the 9 sports in which ASO grants ratings are specifically
concerned with enumerafing the mechanics used by referees, um-
pires and judges in officiating games, meets or matches.

The Examinations and Ratings Committees for each of the 9
sports in which ABO grants ratings are responsible for preparing,
revising and analyzing the officiating theoretical (written) examina-
tions,

if you have questions concerning the techniques of offkiating
basketball, write to.

JUNEAL. COURTFAU
90414: hma Street
Cedar Falls. IA 50613 7.,....

t.
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Information regarding study questions in this Basketball Guide
Of on the theoretical examination on basketball should be addressed
to:

SHARON GAUNT
Route 10, Frankie Drive
Richmond, KY 40475

Additional information regarding ABO officiating concerns may
be secured by writing:

Affiliated Boards of Officials
NAGWS Executive Director
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

7e.,



STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
OF THE AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS:

THE ROLE OF THE OFFICIAL
IN THE COMPETITIVE SITUATION

Educational values should be of primary concern to all who have
leadership roles in a competitive program. As one of those fulfilling
leadership roles, the official must be concerned with promoting
these values and with the welfare of the participant. The unique
contribution of the official is assuring equal opportunity and fair
play for all- The official essentially acts as an arbitrator, providing
judgments that are within the spirit and intent of the rules. De-
cisions are based on objective evidence, free from bias and from the
emotion that often pervades the competitive environment.

An official enters the competitive situation with a thorough
understanding of the letter, as well as the intent of the rules, the
strategy and skills of the sport to be played, and correct execution
of officiating techniques to view the contest accurately. The official
maintains a friendly yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the
spurt experience. The official is flexible, operating within officiating
standards appropriate to the age of the performers, the level of skill,
and the facihties avadable. Biases by players, spectators and coaches
will be evaluated with an understanding not only of the multiplicity
of the ways in which individuals may react to a competitive experi-
ence but also of the behavior appropriate to such an educational
experience. Duties will be performed fairly, efficiently and without
drawing undue attention to the official. In order to strengthen the
official's effectiveness, personal evaluation of performance will be
made and solicitation of constructive criticism from coaches, players
and administrators will be sought. Though receiving a fee, the
ultimate reward to the official will be that of having rendered a
valuable service to girls and women who have found personal mean-
ing in expressing themselves through the medium c '' sport.

el 77
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STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
Badminton, Basketball, Competitive Swimming and Diving, Fencing,

Soccer, Softball (Fast Pitch and Slow Fitch), Ter-% TrackField,
Volleyball, and Synchronized Swimming

Note: Changes from the previous Guide have been indicated by
shading.

Isnroduction
There ate six ratings for officials, five of whkh qualify the holder

to officiate sports contests. Each is designed to meet the needs of
various sports events and to stimulate interest of individuals who
desire to officiate.

The Examiner's rating signifies the holder is qualified to rate
officials.

The Intramural rating qualifies the holder to officiate contests in
the school in which the holder is enrolled or contests of comparable
kvel.

The Apprentice rating qualifies the holder to officiate contests
which may be adequately controlled by a competent. but inexperi-
enced official.

The Local rating signifies that the holder is qualified to officiate
interscholastic and intercollegiate contests requiring a competent
and experienced official.

The State rating signifies that the holder is capable of officiating
any contest within the state or region where the rating is warded.

The National rating signifies that the holder is capable &officiat-
ing any contest anywhere in the United States. This rating is for the
most highly skilled official.

Specific requirements for all ratings are outlined below.
Examiner
1. Prerequisite must have held a state or national rating for a

minimum period of six years. (The six years need nut be con-
secutive but must be witbin the previous eight-year period.)

2. Theoretical examination' national examination, minimum 82.
3. Duration t wo years from next June 1.
4. Renewal:

a. In order to he eligible for renewal. the candidate must have
been involved in the rating or training of officials.

b. To renew, the candidate must pass the national theoretical
examination with a minitnunt SCUM of 82.

11.orm A 4nd Form Ii of the ABO Theoretical Examinations mart be adminis-
tered as closed book examinations.

12



c. Should the rating lapse for one year OF less, the candidate
fe1113ins eligible for renewal.

d. Should the ratings lapse for more than one year, the candidate
must qualify through earning a State rating.

5, This rating is transferable to other Boards.

Intramural Official
1. Minimum standards set by Affiliated Board,
2. Durating two years from next June 1,

Apprentice Official
I. Minimum standards can he set by the affiliated board. or these

standards may he followed:
a. Theoretical examination' national examination, minimum

60.
b. Practical examinations minimum 75; minimum number of

raten, at learg am rata witb s local rating or above.
2 Duration Two years from next June 1.

Local Official
I . Theoretical examination' - national examination, minimum 76,
2. Practical examination' - minimum 80; minimum number of

FMCS two raters; OM ISM must bays 8 WA rift or above.
3. Duration two years from next June 1.
4. This rating is transferable to other Boards.

State Official
I . Theoretical examinaticeil national examination, minimum 82,
2, Practical examination° minimum 85; minimum number of

raters: three raters; OM Met Mit NM 11 MU Min; OW11 muM
be total or above.

3. Duration two years from next June 1.
4. This rating is transferable to other Boards.

National Official
NOTE: National Ratings for Basketball and Volleyball can only be

awarded by ABO National Rating Teams. See below for addi-
tional information. (See apphcation form on page 94.)

s mem team mar Wide ao more iima eat Fawkes aad no mem thms
am tigioarL
Nul e Alternative Practical Rating Procedures on pages 85.86 tind Methods
tor Practical Renewal on page 86.
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I. I heoretical exarnination1 national examination. minimum N8.
2 Practical examination2 minimum 88; minimum number of

rareri three raters; cm Mei must tura a lilltiOsia or hoiorasy
oatioaal; othon must be local or &boss.

3. Duration two years from next lune 1.
-"' 4. rhis rating is transferabk to other Boards.

National Official in Basketball and Volleyball

An official must apply to attend a national rating session. I he
following criteria must he met tor an official fo apply

J, Must have officiated with a current State rating for 2 years,
or have officiated with J current National rating. or have
officiated with an honorary National rating.

b. Must have passed the written test scoring 8 14 or above, admin-
istered and verified by the local officiating board chairperson.

c Must have officiated at a national. state, regional or qualify-
ing tournament in at kasi I ot the 2 previous years, OR must
have obtained signatures of three (.;) diffrrent individuals who
serve in any of the following capacitte,
( 1 ) college or university basketball or volh..yball coach fur

women ( .! inaximum)
(2) volleyball or basketball National Rating I cam member

( I maximum)
I 41 certifying Hoard (hairperson
14) NAGWS-ABO National Offkial with National tourna-

ment officiating e xperience (1 maximum)
ti) officiating coordinator or tournament director of a

national, state. regional or qualifying women's basketball
or volleyball tournament (I maximum).

A national rating in haAetball or volleyball shall be valid for 4
years from next June I and is transferable to other boards.

l'or additional information write to.
Basketball Lou Albrecht

200 Candlewood Rd
Stratford . CT 06497

Volleyball Marcia Saneholti.
IS2 Newell Street
Seattle, WA 98109

8 0 "



Levels of ratings for gymnastics end synchronized swimming ere:1

:truism um s
G st rheoretical ha an'taymnaics

Reboonal 80 80
State 7i 7S
A ssulaste 70 70
Apprentite . . 70

Durstiun Unt0 Decenit)cr, POW Must ludo: thivs: meets po y...a
and hie tcports to nhunt.nn stJtus

M le! oilun i
S ruchpnu:ed Ss8 on Ming Thef.01TrUVI rrtAllt 411

N.JtiOn41 . 'Kt XS
RegRinji SO 75
Luta! . 70 n5

itatematise Sicthods Cot Pr.'s:twat Examinations

A. New Candidates
1. New NAGWVABO candidates (inexperienced or unregistered)

can qualify for an apprentice rating by meeting one of the fol-
lowhill criteria:
a. attend a series of structured cliniu set up by the Board, the

number to be specified by the Board, or
b.. secure a passing grade and the recommendation of the in-

StrUctor in an officiating course at the college level (the
course must be approved by the Board), or

c. attend officiating courses offered by another Organizatlen.
Candidate must secure a recommendation from said course
and such a course must be approved by the Board. Courses
offered by recreation departments or adult education
would be acceptable.

New apprentices shall work with more experienced officials
for a number or contests, as designated by the affiliated board.

2. New NAGWS/ABO candidates for the local rating (those who
are experienced officials and/or registered with other officiat.
ing organizations) should be awarded a local rating after com-
pleting the following requirements:
a. Receiving a minimum score of 76 on the NAGWRABO

Theoretical Examination (Form A or Form B) and

`I t spectlics td...d to LIMO In qrS11114stit And synduonsied swininiinp we
the tuuvnt 1,' 1(, WS (,uhies fo; iltosc tp4Irts.

15 .81
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b. Demonstrating ability to use ARO officiating techniques.
The local affiliated board shall specify the nature of the
demonstration but shall recognize the official's experience.
The demonstration should be as uncomplicated as possible.

B. Methods for Practical Renewal
I. An official may renew or upgrade a rating by officiating under

observation of the examining committee. See page 64 for
number of raters required.

2. Alternative Method for Renewing at the same level: (Exce0-
tion: basketball and volleyball nationals, gymnastics officials
and synchronized swimming officials)
a. officiate a minimum of 3 intercollegiate, interscholastic or

interagency contests during which a minimum of 5 differ-
ent evaluators are involved. Evaluations may be sought
from coaches of the teams involved and/or ABO officials
watching the contest. (The NAGWS/ARO official must have
a rating comparable to that being sought by the renewal
candidate.) Prior to the contest, the candidate shall ask the
coaches and/or officials to respond on the evaluation post-
card addressed to the appropriate sports chairperson, in-
dicating the quality of officiating. After the contest, the
person responding should fill out the postcard, indicating
an opinion as to the competency of the official and mail it
to the appropriate sports chairperson. If an average of 4 is
scored by the official as indicated from the 5 responses, a
national rating is automatic, providing that a minimum of
88 had been scored on the theoretical examination. If an
average of 3.5 is scored by the official as indicated from
the 5 responses, a state rating is automatic, providing that a
minimum of 82 had been scored on the written examina-
tion.

b. Officiate a designated number of contests, such to be des-
ignated by the board.

If written complaints are received about an official renewing as in
a. or b. above , a more formal method should be used.

I inhicm arid Uniform
1hr' t'Inhivtii I o.i NM:441a! utt 1.1.ols in an spk.rts consists of a shield.

Other eml,Irms Jo.- .11..ill.rtt1t- tilt State. I ocal Apprentice and Intra-
mural our, ,31-,

' r-X7FCvevaluation form hes been adopted by ABO. See page 19 of the Polkies
and Procedures Hondhook as revised rail 1978.

aS
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The official shirt for badminton, basketball, fencing, corrpetitive
swimming, soer, tennis, track And field and ....w.tyball F. a navy
blue and while striped tailored shirt or a navy blue and white striped
juney. The shirt for softball shall be powder blue. A navy blue skirt
of dress slacks appropriate for the activity should be worn with the
shirt. In badminton. fencing. competdwe swimming and diving and
tennis white may be substituted tor the navy blue. Officials who
receive fees for offiviating are required to wear the official shirt.
Gymnastic officials should wear a skirt and blouse with blue jacket
or blaret. or a dress or pants suit may he worn. Thr official uniform
1*-r synchronwed swimmuig is all white.
Afore Local Hoards are encouraged to adopt undorm regulations for

each contest such that cad: ulticial is easily identifiable. Fos
safety reasons. both officials should be attired the same.
!he official shirts and emblems are available from the llanold

Company, Sebago Lake. Mame 04075. The company van also pro-
vide Maier,. When ordeting. send dress size and check or money
order for Lorrct amount. Anyone may order the official shirt. A
current rating card must accompany an individual's ordei for an
emblem. however, it is not iie,..essary tu send a rating card when
01 doing a shirt.

An alithated hoard May WWI to haA,e a supply ol shifts or eM-
blems for distribut Ion to newly rated officials. A quantity order may
tw placed m(. by the attiliated board Lhairperson. It is not neces-
sary that the Lhairperson's rating ..ard be enclosed, but toll pay.
ment Must accompany the order

Prices: Was)l'and.wear shirt. $7 50. knit jersey with ilpper neck.
S I 3 50, navy flannel bla/et 535 00 National. State. Local. Appren .
tice and Intramural emblems, 51.7S. (All prices arc -object to
l'hange j

Shspping Chsn,,c. 7i ent4 per order

Nate: fly September 1, 1979, patrhes will be availatrle only to Board
chop:mom and only through the NAGWS National Office. Also,
th hallowing standard uniform has been adopted for NAGWS/
AA) rated officials, effective September 1, 1979:

Skirt
a. Altem:ing stripes of navy blue and white 3'8 inch in width
b. A solid navy blue collar, rib bottom and rib sleeve
c. Nan, blue zipper 8 inches in length
d. Raids.. sleeve
0. Stoehr onleft front
f. gni: 4 Valyester and cotton thread closed weave

117
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Kitt iota atavyldna .

Amu 4.Soltalsavy Una
Att whits (ticaption: softball Mack, Iowa - Wick)

sods (saaalitino: scdtban navy kW)
Lawn* Pim biss
%ink lblgts, blacker siker
Jacket Solid am bkaa Maar cc js4.t;o him

Noy Nam

Official Worm for National Officials Rated by
the Volleyball ar Basketball fiFIT's

Volleyball: Navy blue and white striped shirt manufactured by
flanold: navy blue dress slacks (skirts or culottes are not acceptable):
vompletely white socks:all white and clean shoes: and no jacket,

fiuskethaii: Navy blue and white sniped shin manufaoured by
Hanold navy blue dress slaAts or skirt, culottes, kilt (length shall be
between knee and mid .tigh); compktely white crew socks; pre-
dorninatdy white shoes; navy blue blazer or jacket may be worn
(sweaters and warm-ups may not be worn).
Not. When officiating within a local area. j National Official may

have to adjust this uniform slig;ttly to ensure easy identification
within a sport 1..ontest. For regional or national championships
chic =form will be expected. howewr.

Recommended Fees
I (16 at b)ards should establish fees th4t reflect the level of rating
the otticiai as w di js the type jnd level of competition within

their locale. Boards are encuuraired to estabhsh fees in eonjunction
with k)cal governing groups I he feu schedule should reflect dif-
ferential pay based upon rating levels

Registration in Officials
Mo.t states require those who officiate: either boys or girls inter-

scholastic ontests to be clustred with the State High School Mh-
taw Association 4)r Other administrative body. All NAGWS/ARO
offichils who officiate high school or junior high school games are
tutted to 4..0, )pc rate fully with their state regulatory body,

Amateur Standing of Officials
ottiiiji who wishes to niaintain ainateur status as j Nrticipant

in a spurt must he Jwjfe of the ruling(s) on amateur status mat,-
hshed by vattPUS governing bodies for that sport,

IS



Amateur status is defined by high school and collIge governing
bodies as well as by national sport govertung bodies that hold the
franchise from international sport governing groups.

The official who wishes to maintain amateur status :s a partici-
pant is responsible tor investigating the specific regulations of each
governing body with iurisdiction over such eligibility.

NATIONAL GOVERNING BODIES

Badminton Write the United States Badminton Assiciation, P.O.
Box 237. Swartz Creek, MI 48473.

Basketball - Write the Amateur Basketball Association of the
United Statri of America, P.O. Box 297, Jacksonville, IL 62651,

Competitive Diving Write the Diving Committee of the AAU,
3400 W. 86th St.. Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Competitive Swimming Write the Competitive Swimming Com-
mittee of the AAU, 3400 W. 86th St., Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Fencing - Write the Amateur Fencers League of America, 601 Cur-
tis St., Albany, CA 94706.

Gymnastics -- Write the United States Gymnastics Federation, P.O.
Box 4600, Tucson, AZ 85717.

Soccer . %rite the United States Soccer Federation, 350 Fifth
Ave., Suite 4010, New York, NY 10001.

Softball (Fast Pitch and Slow Pitch) Write Amateur Softball Asso-
ciation, 2801 N.E. 50th St P,O, Box 11437, Oklahoma City,
OK 73111.

Synchronized Swimming Write the Synchronized Swimming Com-
mittee of the AAU, 3400 W. 86th St.. Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Tennis Write the United States Tennis Association, 51 East 42nd
St., New York, NY 10017.

Track and Field Write the Track and Field Committee of the
AAU. 3400 W. 86th St., Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Volleyball Write the United States Volleyball Association, 557
Fourth St., San Francivo, CA 94107.

HOW TO BECOME A RATED OFFICIAL
I. Study the rules, the article on the techniques of officiating and

the study questions.
2. Attend interpretations meetings aril officiating clinics or training

courses conducted in your vicinity.
3. Practice often. To some, officiating comes easily; to others it

comes only as the result of hard work and concentration. Wel-
come criticism and work hard to improve.

It
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4. Find out from ihe chairperson of the nearest affiliated board
when examinatiims for ratings arc to be held. (Consuh hst of
boards in NM;WS threctory available from NAGWS/AAHPERD,
1201 Sixteenth St.. N.W Washington, IX' 20036. Cost: $3.00, 1

S. Take your rating remembering tbat it is the aim of the Mfiliatcd
Boards of Officials to maintain high standards for officials.

INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED BOARDS
How to Establish a Board of Officials
1. Estabfish the need tor an affiliated hoard hy contacting indi-

viduals sn the area who have current ratings or who are inter-
ested in standardizing and raising the level of officiating basket-
ball, competitive swimming Jnd diving, gymnastics. s'iccer, soft-
ball (fast pitch :Ind slow pitch), synchronized swimming, tennis.
track and field, or volleyball in that area.

2. Write to ABO Past Chairperson, cfoNAGWS/AAHPERD.1201
16th Stret, N.W., Washington. 1W 20036. fora sampk copy of
an authorized constitution for officials' boards and the Polities
and Procedures Handbook J nd application for !morning an af-
tdiated board.

3. At a designjted meeting of interested individuals present plans
for forinni:. a board.
a. Choose a name which will permit expansion of function as

need may arise; do not hind titIe to one sport.
b, From the group, elect a chairperson, chairperson-elect,

secretary and treasurer.
e, Form an examining committ e of at least three members for

twit sport in which you would hke to give ratings. If any
niember has been rated elsewhere, such experience should
be hdpful; such a rating is not necessary, however. It is
suggested that members of the exaniining conmiittee be ex-
amined and obtain ratings from other affiliated boards when-
ever possible.

d. Make plans for drawing up a constitution according to the
sample copy received from the Past Chairperson of the
NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Offidals. Plan to devote some
time to the study of the rules and to practice officiating, If
possihk. secure the assistance of sonic rated official in each
sport for which the Board anticipates giving ratings.

4. Ser.d the completed application form. two copies of the local
constitution, and a check for S105 annual dues (macre payahle

. ...____._ ......_
.1.flectivo June 1, 1979, the jfidiation fee lots been increased to $25,

110
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to the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of O(ficials) to the ABO Past
Chairperson. Indicate the sports in which you wpdt to grjot
ratings by Litug the moues and qualificationx of 3 interested

Approval of the pphcation will ome from the
Past Ch.urperson ot the Affthated Boards of °theta Is who will
request that xammatton paekets be ent to your Affiliated
Koord C hairperson tor sill ports in which your Board is au-
thonred to give fillings I he process of accepting an application
tor attiliatIon of new Board and of requesting that the proper
eXatilinAtion packets be sent ordinarily takes several weeks.
Prospeetive Boards. therefore, should tile fin Oftdiation at least
2 months before they wish to hold rating sessions.
Administer form A of the National iheorctiCaf 1-1conlin
[Wm 14 of the National 1heotetik.41 1 %conflation may he ad-
nmustered f), those who did not pass form . "the Intramural
txamination may he given As i practice test to those candidates
pursuing ratings.
ii onier expenses involved in the construoom and evaluation

of written exammattons. boards l.hould charge a lee each tune
an individual takes a written exannnjtion. I he Affiliated Boards
of Officials freaurer must reCePte 50 ectit.% for each itten

cJillitleltni given by a hoard.' Hoard tees i.an exceed SU cents
per test in order to cover orlerating expenses.

7. ( ondoct praitiee sessions to rating officials. All persons on the
4iniinnig k.oliouittee who 113se not nte1,10111y rated offictals

haVe a Ininimulli of three practice sesstons min' to ak,
(sully rating. Secure the assistance ot a rated official in these
praL tut! eitili it At all possible.

14. Give practa al e xammations to individuals who pass the writter,
examination. iNote minimum number ot Liters required to giv,:
var mu, ratmgx on page Mi

J. Request Oppronliate Wing iiltds twin the NIMIWS Siuttor !

Office tor distribution to those who pa!:, the theoretical
practical examination.

10. Send 1os. 01 approved offiLials to schools and other orgu)
tions in the area. Hos nottie shotild Indicate the fees for Wt .
crating and should give the name. oddress. rating and tekphonk
nuniher ot each official.

*Eflbcdve June 1, 1980, the policy requiring boards to pay examination fees
Ii rescinded. Aa of that date, offklala will be required to take the National
Theoretical Examination every year in each sport In which they hold ratings.t
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11. Keep accurate lists of aU persons receiving ratinga. Forward
these lists to the chairpersons of the Fxaminations and Ratings
Committees in those sports in which your Board was authorized
to give ratings. An appropriate form is included in each exami-
nation packet. Due date for submitting all forms to appropriate
l'A&R personnel: June 1; exception: Gymnastics due January 1.

Adding Sports Expansion of Services
Should a Board wish to add ratings in other sports, the Chair-

person of the Board should write the Examinations and Ratings
Chairperson (E and R) in that respective sport. (Note current
NAG WS Guide for that sport to idehtify the namc of the individual.)
The Board should indicate the names of a minimum of 3 persons
qualified to act as examiners in that sport for the next 2 years.
Qualifications and experience in the sport should be listed for each
potential exammer. Should your Board qualify, you will be notified
directly by the E ard R Chairperson and will receive a packe clr
ad ministering examinations,

Iseeeigkre: Boards affiliating with ASO under the singleepost
mei/ions moot follow the wooden outlined in the ADO Polkiss
and Procankira Handbook and coated the ASO Pad Cheirposon
løx petmission to add Wiese in other sports.

Maintaining Affiliated Status
To maintain affiliated status in each sport in which it gives

ratinp. a Board must:
1. Pay dues each year to the ABU Treasurer. (Notification will be

sent each fan.)
Submit a yearly report to each respective I; and ft Chairperson
regarding the current status of rated officials. (Reports for each
sport must he submitted by June I, with the exception of (ym-
nastics, which is due by January 1. Appropriate forms are in-
cluded in examination packets.)

3. Submit periodic accountings yearly to the ABO Treasurer as to
how many examinations have been administered. (50 cents per
each examination administered is due *BOX

Mite: E,xamination packets are mailed yearly to qualified boards on:
April t Soccer
August 1 Volleyball and Basketball

Ida I, 19$0. ths Nokias bosses te pey exusiestion fees
k iaellied. As at that doe, othcials- will be towhee to Ulu the Wisest
TI*eI Iheatklegket 007 PO ht seek sport le whisk they helOstnes.

S



1M1p.

September 1 Track & Field
September 15 Competitive Swimming and Diving, Tennis

tober 15 S nchronized Swimming, Gymnastics

February 1 Fast Pitch Softball & Slow Pitch Softball
if you do not receive your packet(s) within two weeks of the

above dates, contact the designated E & R Chaii person for all sports.
Exception: contact the National Office for Volleyball and Basketball
packets,

...
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NAME
A DDRESS....

(CitY). (gtii-CY

AREA CODE & PHONE NUMBER (_)___.
LOCAL BOARD: _ ,

APPLICATION FOR NAGWS-ABO
NATIONAL BASKETBALL RATING

DATE

... . ___

Name of Bt. Ard

Staie.

This applicant has passed the NAGWS ABO National Theoretical
Examination for the 19---__ basketball season, Form

(year on exam)
A B , with a score of....... ........._.

(circle)

Board Chairperson Signature

l,... . . , have met the following requirements
(Applicant's Signature)

to become an applicant for an NAGWS ABO National Basketball
Rating (check only those which apply to you). (NOTE: In order to
qualify as an applicant, you must be able to check at least one
qualification from Section A AND one from Section B.)

SECTION A'

_I) Have officiated with a current State rating for at least two
years, OR

_2) Have officiated with a current National rating, OR

_3) Have officiated with an Honorary National rating.

SECTION B.
_I) Have officiated in a Regional or National Women's Inter-

collegiate Basketball Tournament in at least one of the past
two years, OR

Do mi



_2) lirve officiated in a State or Qualifying Women's Inter-
ct...egiate Basketball Tournament in at least one of the past
two years, OR .

_3) Have been recommended by three (3) different indivielals as
defined on the NAGWS ABO National Basketball Rating
Applicant Recommendation* Form. (Attach forms to appli-
cation)

Rating Site Preferred (if known):

RETURN TO: BrITE HARRIS
SW 600 Crestview #3
Pullman, WA 99163

BY: October 15, 1979

(tu form nuy be duplicated.)
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AFFILIATED 80AROS OF OFFICIALS
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport

NATIONAL BASKETBALL RATING APPLICANT
RECOMMENDATION FORM

This is to certify that I have observed __ __._

(applicant's name)
as an NACWS ABU basketball official and recommend this official
to be considered by the NAGWS ABO National Rating Team as an
applicant for the National Baskl(ball Rating.

Position (check one)
.___College Of university women's basketball coach'

Baske' 'elan Natianal Rating MHO member2

__Certifying board chairperson3

- _ NAGY/Si National official with National Tournament offi-
ciating experience"

. . _Officiating coordinator or tournament director of a State,
Regional or qualifying women's basketba:: tournament'

Signature

Date

_Maximum a -
;Maximum of I
'Maximum of I
lMaximuin of I
'Maximum of l
(This form may be duplicatedi
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BASKETBALL STUDY QUESTIONS
ON OFFICIAL RULES 1979430

Revised by the ABO BASKETBALL EXAMINATION
AND RATINGS COMMITTEE

PART I
Diadem

From among the code below, choose the ant best answer that an
official would make during a game and indicate it in the space pro-
vided, Your decision should be made on the situation as it is de-
scribed with no intervening play. Assume that no conditions exist
other than those stated in the question.
CIO

F1 Penonal foul. one free throw
Ft - Personal foul or fouls, two free throws
FOB Personal foul, ball taken out-of-bounds
FB Bonus situation free throw
RFT Repeat the free throw
TF Technical foul
L Legal; ball Continua in play
JB Jump ball or tie ball
V Violation; ball put in play from out-of-bounds
HW Hold the whistle. A violation has occurred but should

not be called until the play develops further.
TO Team time-out

Sample Question: An offensive player pushes an opponent. Her
team has committed three personal fouls.

Answer: FOB
..-____ t. A Red player shoots the ball and it rebounds over the back-

board; her teammate retrieves the ball, shoots and scores.
.._2. Before the ball is toued on a jump ball. a Blue player stand-

ing one foot from the circle extends her arm in front of a
Red player. A Blue teammate catches the tapped ball.

. _3. A Blue player substitutes for a teammate. As the official
beckons her onto the court. the official notices that the
Blue player is wearing a necklace.

A. In attempting to avoid a defensive player. a Red player
without the ball runs out-of-hounds, comes back on the
court four feet farther down the court and receives a pass
from a teammate.

111 Q iN
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5. On a jump ball, the Red juniper steps across the center line
just ;liter the hall is tossed and prior to the tap.

.. b. On a tree throw by Blue, a Red player extends her arms
into the adjacent lane space where her opponent is stand-
ing. The Blue shooter steps on the line as she shoots her
free throw. The basket is missed.

7. A technical foul is called on the Red team. An incoming
substitute takes the free throw and makes it. Before the
ball is put into play at midcourt. the official realiies that
the substitute took the free throw.

8. A player is closely guarded in the backcourt. She pivots
and fakes for four seconds after which she bounces the
hall once and then holds it for two seconds before passing.

Y. During a jump hall in the restraining circle nearest the Red
team's basket. the Red jumper accidentally taps the hall
into the basket.

10. After a Blue player taps the ball on a center jump. she lands
across the center line and taps the hall a second time using
both hands.

.11. Before the ball is tossed on a jump hall. a Red player stand-
ing one foot from the circle slides several steps away from
it. her teammate recovers the hall.

12. A Blue player fouls, eommittthg her fifth personal foul.
After her substitute reports to the scorer within 10 seconds
and is beckoned onto the court hy the official, she con-
verses with her eoach at the scorer's table for 25 seconds.

13. With both teams in the bonus. a Red player tags her oppo-
nent as she moves behind her to the other side of the lane.

_14. During warm-ups prior to the start of the game. a Red
player dunk% the hall.

_15 With both teams in the bonus situation. the Red team
wore% a basket. As the hall drops through the basket. a
Red player taps the hall toward the sideline as she has done
once before to allow her team to set up on defense.

.16. On a jump hall, a Red player moves within three feet of the
restraining circle just after the hall is tossed and before it is
tapped.

17, On a jump hall the Blue jumper taps the hall on its way up.
1 K. With both teams in the bonus, a Red player is hit on the

arm after she releases the ball on a shot; the shot is made,
lg. A Blue player fumbles the ball as she attempts to receive a

pass she recover% the hall and dribbles toward her hasket.
..20. The Blue team makes a field goal. As Red is stepping he-

IN
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hind the endline, the Blue captain asks the official for a
time-out.

21 An offensive player jumps for a rebound. While the ball is
still rolling on the rim, the player's hand accidentally
touches the net. The ball falls into the basket.

22.. A player starts a dnbbie, alternating hands to give impetus
to the ball two times. Upon trying to end her dribble she
fumbles it, picks up the ball and passes to a teammate.

_ 23 A player on the Blue team requests a time-out while her
WM is in possession of the hall during the first overtime
period. This is her team's seventh time-out.

. 24. In an attempt to avoid a three-second lane violation a
plaYer steps across the endline between the free-throw
lane lines exte.nded.

25. A player eatehes the ball while in 'he air, land:: on both
feet staltiltaneOusly.takes one step on the Left foot and
uses it as a pivot loot

26. A player on the Red team is attempting to pass the ball
in-bounds when a player on the Blue team slaps the ball
out of her hands.

27. A Blue player is injured when fouled and must leave the
game. lier substitute takes the free throw for her.

28. A Blue player attempting to put the hall in play from
out-of-bounds is unable to pass to a teammate after four
secands and signals to the official for a time-out.

24. A Red player throwing the ball in from out-of-bounds re .
leases the ball within five seconds but it doesn't touch
another player's hands for two more seconds.

._ 30. Both teams are in the bonus. A Red player changes her
estaolished path as a screener to prevent an opponent
front reaching the Red dribbler. The Blue defensive player
contacts the Red screener and falls down.

PART II
Directions

Read all questions carefully. Select the foie item which best
answers the question.

Sample Out.swin How many players are there on a basketball
team? A. Five C. Seven

B. Six D. Eight
,lpsswer A

00
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31. For which of the following is the ball awarded out-of-
bounds at the endiinc?
A. Free throw violation by defense
B. Three-second lane violation when no hasket is made
C. Jump hall violation
D. Offensive goaltending

.32. In an attempt to keep the hall from going out-of-hounds, a
Red player redirects the hall by Intentionally throwing it at
the feet of the Blue player who is standing inbounds. The
ball hounces off the foot of the Blue piton' and goes out-
of-hounds over the endline. What is the correct procedure?
A. Bluc is awarded the ball out-of-bounds at the sideline.
B. Blue is awarded the ball out-of-hounds on the endline.
C. Red is awarded the hall at the spot where the hall went

out-of-bounds and the 30-second clock is not reset.
0. Red is awarded the ball at the spot where the ball

went out-of-bounds and the 30-second clock is reset.

_33. A player making a throw-in from the endline hits the hot-
tom of the hackhoard with the ball. The hall is caught by
her teammate. What should be the official's decision?
A. Ball continues in Play.
B. Bail is awarded to opponent out-of-hounds at endline.
C. Ball is awarded to opponent at sideline.
0. Bali is awarded to same player and play is repeated.

34. At half-tirne the visiting coach approaches the official in
charge of the game to report an error in the number of
fouls on one of the visiting players. The official scorebook
shows three fouls while the visiting book shows two fouls
on the player. What is the official's decision?
A. Remove one scorekeeper for inefficiency.
B. Consult with both coaches Prid arrive at a compromise.
C. Fouls remain as recorded in the official scorebook iis

the official has no additional knowledge and the statis-
tician's records agree with the official book.

D. it is too late to correct this error.
._.._35. During intermission between the first and second half, a

toul is called on the Blue team. What procedure would be
followed?
A. Call the foul, administer the free throw, hall is awarded

to the Red team at the division line.
B. Call the foul, administer the free throw, ball is in play

following the free throw.
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C. Call the foul, administer the free throw, ball is put in
play with a center jump to start the second half of
play.

D. Call the foul. don't administer a free throw and start
play as usual with a center jump.

--36. Which of the following is not a free throw violation'
A. An opponent of the shooter stands quietly behind the

shooter one foot away from the restraining circle.
B. The wrong player takes a free throw and misses ft. The

offkial discovers this before the ball touches a player
on the court.

C. The free throw shoot 'Is to have the ball hit the rim
but it hits the backt and is rebounded by an op-
ponent.

D. An opoonent of the shooter notices she is in the wrong.
lane spa-e and leaves it before the bail is handed to the
shooter.

_37. A Blue player is intentionally fouled while in the act of
shooting, the basket is missed. What is the official's deci-
sion?
A. Award one free throw to Blue player. Blue puts ball in

Oily at the division line whether free throw is made or
m issed.

B. Award two free throws to the Blue player. Ball is in
play following the second shot.

C. Award three free throws to the Blue player. Ball is in
play following the third shot.

D. Award four free throws to the Blue player. Ball is in
play following the fourth shot.

__Mi. After a try for a goal by the Blue team, a Red player jump
and deflects the rebound. As the Red player lands, dm
turns her ankle and the official immediately calls tintvout.
The ball is rolling toward the sideline. How ill play resumed?
A. Red team puts the ball in play from out-of.bounds.
B. Blue team puts the ball in play from outof.bounds.
C. Jump ball in the nearest restraining circle between any

two opponents who were in the game at the time of the
injury.

D. Jump ball in the nearest restraining circle between the
substitute and any opponent.

_._39. With both teams in the bonus, the official in charge oi the
game calls charging on a fflue player. At the same time, the
other official calls holding on a Red player who was sway

181
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from the play around the ball at the time of the charging
call. What should the procedure be?
A. No free throws are awarded and a jump ball is taken

between the two players involved.
B. One free throw is awarded to each player fouled and a

jump ball is taken.
C. A bonus free throw is awarded to each player fouled

and a rump ball is taken.
D. No free throws are awarded and a jump ball is taken at

the nearest restraining circle between any two opposing
players who were in the game at the time the foul oc-
curred.

.40. in which situation should the scorer immediately notify
the officials?
A. When there is a disagreement concerning the record in

the scorebook.
B. When a coach requests a time-out.
C. When a player commits her fifth personal foul during

the game.
D. When a substitute wishes to enter the game.

41. As a player makes a successful field goal it is discovered
that the player has five fouls. What is the official's da!-
cision?
A. Player disqualified, score stands.
B. Player disqualified, score cancelled.
C. Technical foul, player disqualified, score stands.
D. Technical foul, player disqualified, score cancelled.

.-42. Which of the following is correct procedure for the official?
A. The leading official signals "two points" when a field

goal idtempt I. successM during regular play.
B. The official calling the technical foul administers the

ball at the division line after the free throw,
C. The lead official administering the ball at a teant's end-

line a foot outside the free throw lane line extended
stands between the player taking the threwin and the
basket.

D. An official reports a foul to the scorer giving first the
number, then color of the player committing the foul,
number, followed by the type of foul committed and
the number of shots to be awarded.

_43 Which of the following is a specific duty of the referee?
A. Call technical fouls.
B. Declare the game defaulted.
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C. Disquahfy a player.
D. Give players permission to leave the court.

44. When should an official sounJ the whistle?
A. When the ball is tapped twice by one of the jumpers on

a jump ball.
B. When a bail toucha the top of the backboard.
C. When a ball hits an official who is inbounik.
D When a coach requests a time-out when the ball is dead.

__45. Which of the following is an incorrect technique (or the
official?
A. During a team time-out, the official not putting the ball

in play is positioned near the scorers table.
5. The official calling a foul extends one arm overhead

with the fist closed while the other arm is extended
with one finger pointing toward the player committing
the foul.

C. The official not administering a free throw 4 positioned
next to the player in the first lane space on thc court
for the first shot of a two-shot foul.

D. The officials change sides of the court following a
multiple foul.

in which of the following situations does the official not
handle the NV
A. Following a suceessful free throw
B. Following a 30-second dock violation
C. Following an out-of-bounds violation
I). Following a free throw violation

____47. With 17 seconds remaining an the 30-second clock for the
Red team. the Blue defensive player deflects the ball our-of-
bounds unintentionally with her foot. What is the correct
procedure?
A. Rest the clink.
B. Sound the horn, 30-second violation.
C. Do not reszt the clock. Red has 17 seconds remaining.
D. Start the 304econd clock when the official hands the

Red player the ball.
48. A game has been stopped twice to restore order in an un-

sporting audience. It is necessary to suspend time for a
third offense. How should the referee deal with the Skil&
tion?
A. Call a defaulted game.
B. Call a discontinued game.
C. Call official time-out.
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D. Call a technical foul.
in which of the following situations is there a 304econd
violation?
A. The Red team has controlled the ball for 20 seconds

when a Red player loses a contact lens; when play
resumes the lted team shoots in 11 seven&

B. The Red team has controlled the ball for 20 seconds
and the Blue team ties it up. Following the jump ball,
the Red team gains possession and shoots in I l seconds.

C. The Red team has controlled the ball for 20 seconds.
A Blue player intercepts a pass whicn in turn, is biter-
cepted. anth Red player shoots in 11 seconds.

D. The official judges the ball to have left the shooter's
hand simultaneously with the 30-meond horn.

SO. When should the timer start the clock for substitution?
A. As soon as a free throw is made
B. Simultaneously with the horn to notify officials of the

substitute
C. As soon as the substitute gives the number ef the player

for whom the is substituting
D. As soon as the official recognizes the horn with a

whistle

tee
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36, D 13,44
37.. C . 12,38, Penalty (Oa)
38. C 7, 22b(51
39. o 12, 37b; 12, 38; Tech. of Off., Double Foul
aso. c 2, 9c-f
41. A 2, 9c, j
42. C Tech. of Off., Trailing Official's Region., 3;

Technicid Fouls and Flag. Personal Fouls, 5;
Fouls and Free Throws, 1; Sliared Respell,.
Note

43. B 2, 7; Tech. of Off., Official in Charge of
Game, 2

44. D Tech. of Off.
45. 11 Tech. of Off., Fouls and Free Throws, Signals
46. A Tech. of Off., Out-of-Bounds
47, C 2, 10c43Xa),QA2
48. II 2, 7j; 4, Discontinued Game
49. A 2, 10e
SO. D 3. 141e(S), Note
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TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING BASKETBALL

Revised by the ASO PRINCIPLES AND
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

COMPAENTS ON TECHNIQUES

The terms leading offkial" (1..0.) and "trailing official" (T.O.)
refer to an official's floor position in relation to the ban. The
responsibilities of either official are designated by the terms "on the
ball" and "off the ball."

Sections which have been reworded are designated by a check
Changes in techniques have been indicated by shading.

PRE-GAME CONFERENCE FOR OFFICIALS

In order to promote more consistency among officials in en-
forcing the rules of the game and administering the penalties ap-
propriately, the officials shall meet 45 minutes prior to game time to
discuss the procedures to be followed as outlined in the ndes and
techniques of officiating.

The pre-game conference should include the following:
I. Review current rules interpretations which may have been

questioned previously.
2. Discuss court coverage and division of court when the ball is in

play.
3. Discuss adjustment on the court when an out-of-bounds or

jump ball is administered,
4. Check whistles to see that they function.
S. Check court boundaries and ground rules.
6. Check game ball to see that it meets proper specifications.
7. Check to see that times and scorers are familiar with their

duties.
S. Determine (according to rhe rules) who shall be She official In

charge of the game.
Pre-game procedures also provide an opportunity for officials to see
that uniforms meet the requisites BS outlined in the rules.

flausal Psoesloras

1. Officials should be sure of date time and place when accepting
a game.

2. If unable to keep appointment, notify team at least 24 hours in
advance. if less than 24 hous' notice is given because of an
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emergency, a substitute should be secured when requested by
the team.

3. It is considered unethical to give up a game in order to officiate
some other game to oue's liking.

4$. Wear an appropriate kilt or diem slacks, blouse and rubber-
soled shoes. For thi official uniform, see section on Emblem
and Uniform in Standards for Officials Ratings. No jewelry
shall be worn by the official.

S. Confer with the other official on allocation of duties and essen-
tial techniques. Review division of court, signals to be used,
interpretation of difficult rules, and any other matters which
will enable you to work together more smoothly.

6. Arrive on playing court a minimum of 30 minutes before game
time.

7. Introduce youiself to the coaches but do not remain at either
bench to visit with coaches for a lengthy period of time. It is
not consideied professional to display this type of behavior
toward coaches or players.

Before Stetting Game

NOTE: See Pre-Game Conference for Officials.
I. See that the table for scorerg and timers is at least three feet

back from the sideline opposite the center circle.
2. Inspect the playing court. boundaries and equipment to ensure

safe playing conditions.
3. Ask about local ground rules and which lines designate the

basketball court.
4. If the teams are playing on a neutral court, confer with both

captains and designate, by the tolls of a coin, the home and
visiting team The winner of the tom shall have the choice of
basket and team bench.
D e c i d e by a coin toss which official is to be the referee if the
officials have the same rating.

6. Make certain that the scorer; and timets know their duties (Rule
2, Sect. 9 and 10, Rule 3).

7. Ask the official scorer to record the score in the official score.
book. Ask the official timer to use one timing device for actual
playing time and the assistant timer to use a second timing de.
vice for timing time-out. If an electric clock is to be used, it
should be checked before the game and operated by an experi-
enced person. Sec that the 30second dock operator hos a
&Patine timing device and horn and review the use of the
30.second clock.

S. Explain to the worm and timers the signals to be used. (See
back cover.)
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Offie Idle Chapel sew
I. Start each period as the referee on the side of the court opposite

the timen and scores.
2. Bider! a game a default or cancel it when necessary.
3. Detennine if ball to be used meets the specification stated ill

Rule I. Section 4. If it is a used ball, the team whose ball is not
chosen may use it for a practice ball.

4. Upon arrival ask the visiting captain to choose basket.
S. Remind captains that names and numbers of ail players are to

be handed to scores in time to be listed in the score book in
numerical eider and the staiting line-up is indicated 10 minutes
prior to pine ftme.

6. Bring home captain to center of floor at least five minutes
before game time. Other official shall bring visiting captain to
center of floor.

7. Introduce each official to the captains indicating which official
will act as the referee and be in charge of the game and who will
act as the umpire.

S. Ask each captain to introduce herself to the officials and to
each other.

9. Instruct the captains to have team members remove all jewelry.

Note: See Section 39.

10. Remind captains that all substitutes must report to the timer
and then to the scorer to initiate substitutions.
Note: The official scorer and timer shall wear a blue and white

striped shirt or pinnie in order to identify them for in-
coming substitutes. Substitutes should enter quickly so
that piey is not delayed.

II. Answer any questions and explain signals, court conditions,
boundary lines or unusual court limitations.

12. Notify or instruct the official timer to notify each team at least
3 minutes before each half is scheduled to begin.

13. Check the scorebook 10 alluvia before the pme is scheduled
to begin to see that names and numbets of all &yen ate listed
in numerical order and that the starting lineup is indicated.

14. Warn the offending team prior to game time if players are listed
with duplicate numben or do not have numbers on the front
and beck of their shirts.

IS. Check the scombook and the scoreboard at the end of each
Oaying period. Cross throat* each slash to make an "X":
(a) at the end of each playing period
(b) through each foul
(e) team time-outs
(tt) at the last score in the running 9COM.

see



16. Sign the official scorebook at the end of the game.

Nide* an COUR
I. The official in charge of the game shall begin the game on the

side of the court opposite the timers and scoren and is desig-
nated the referee.

2. The other official, designated as the umpire. shall be positioned
on the same aide of the court as the timers and scorers and is
responsible for indicating that timeis and scorias are ready for
the game to begin.

3. Each official is primarily responsible for the nearest sideline and
the endlinc to the ofikial's right.

4. The terms leading" and "trailing" official refer to an official's
floor position on the court. The leading officiai should he even
with or ahead of the ball. The trailing official is behind the ball
in a position to best see all the players and aetkm moving down

erznetallY, an official leads to right and trails to left. An
official's position on the court does not necessarily determine
that official's responsibility for the plaY "on" or "off" the ball.
The solid line indicates the usual path of the leading official
41..0.). The broken line indicates the usual path of the trailing
official (T.0.). ( See Figure 14
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S. When administering out of bounds balls as the trailing official.
the proper position is on the side of the player throwing the ball
in bounds which is nearest the opponent's goal. In order for the
officials not to be on the same side of the court the leading off'.
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cial takes a position on the opposite side of the court until the
movement of the ball enables that official to adjust to the
normal leading to the right position. (See Figure 2.)

BAIA. X IT I
e-411

Ream 2
6. In the front court when the ball is put in play on the side line

the trailine official should administer the out-of-bounds and the
leading official should be on the end line on the opposite side of
the free throw lane. (See Figures 3 and 4.)

C:)1 1 t.

New* 3. Vigor 4.
(Solid line indicates initial path of offkial; dotted line indicates path of
adjustment to normal pos111(11114)

7. The leading official should be half the distance down the coon
aa the deepest offensive player when there is a pressitig situation.

S. The trailing official must get into a position to .ollow any
action "on the ball" from the back court to the foul line ex-

. . tended in the front court.

111
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TIlls may mem following the play across the court from sideline
to siddine as well. Once the ball moves into the host court,
both officiate Name disk regular court posidous.

9. When administering out of bounds belle, the administering
afield should see that the other official la in proper position
and establish eye contact befoul putting the ball in play.

10. When in a leading to the left situation, the trailing offidd
initiates the chugs to a normal leadissg to the right position
when the opportunity preseMs knell during Amy. No official
should adjust to the normal lead or tree pon if it nemsd.
Met lowing the play on the ball to do so. The official should
wait foe a better opportunity.

Ladle, Officiefs Repeadhilities
1. The leadisg official (L0.) is usually ''on the ball" when the

Set on the ball it in tU shaded area of the floor (Figure 5). The
leading official calls all fouls and violations which occur "on the
bail" or around the ball.

NOTE: Change in floor responsibility giving the trailing official the
profile down the newest sideline. (Figure 5).

SSW

News

2. When the ball moves into the noashoded ania, the leading
official becomes prima* responsible foe fouls and violations
"off the bail," inclogies panel, thmonecond lane violations.
Thus. it is dble for the lending °Maid to be "off the ban*
when pned under the basket. The leading official should

. also be responsible for out of bounds violations and line viola-
dam on the nearest end line.

its



thend Rum& Ides
I. When the ball MOM into the free throw lane and the restraining

circle at each end of the court, the officials share the responsi-
bility for fouls and violations. This does not imply that fouls
and violations off the ball should be ignored; all fouls and viola-
tions should be called when they occur. Rather it Implies that
When the ball is in this area most of the players SIC actively
involved and the efforts of both officials arc needed. However,
the attention of the officials should be divided between "on"
and "ofr the ball.

2. When a press occurs. either full court or cerater court, both
officials should be actively involved and watch for fouls. Hack-
ing and holding fouls are prevalent in this situation. Call them
closely.

3. Roth officials should keep moving so that they have a clear view
of the play att all times. Officials should rarely be disectly
opposite each other or on the same aide as play moves up and
down the court. Officials should surround the play on out-of-
bounds situations as well as during play. On an out-of-bounds
situation, the officials should position themselves such that the
player throwing the ball in is between them and they have
surrounded the play.

Note: When the ball is put in play by the offensive team in
their front court at a place on the end line feet from
the nearest free-throw lane line, the lead official shall
stand between the player inbounding the ball and the
basket. (See Figures tra and 6b)
L.O. - Lead Official T.O. Trail Official P Player

Flow 64.
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4. Neither official is limited to calling fouls or violations within the
official's area. The official should call fouls and violations
outside that official's area when certain that the other official
cannot see them.

Start* the Goan
1. The rderee shall start each playing period with a jump hall in

the center circle.
2. Before tossing the hall, the referee should he certain that the

team captains and the umpire are ready. The umpire should
check with the timets and scorers to he certain they are ready.
After receiving acknowledgenwnt from the umpire, the refer,e
tosses the ball.

3. The umpire is generally responsible for moving into the leadinr
official position on the initial action after the jump hall.

Field Goal

I. The trailing official is primarily responsible for the flight of the
hall on an attempt for a goal.

2. The trailing official gives the signal for the goal.

Clot-ol-Bouads aad Throwia

1. The whistle shall he blown on all out-of-hounds plays except
following a field goal or el sumisjul free thrww.

) . Prime responsibility for a hall out-of-bounds is with the official..
whose sideline or endlinc the hall has crossed. The official
should blow the whistle, indicate time-out, no foul, name the
teilin entitled to the hall and at the same time indicate, with a
horizontal motion of one arm and hand fully extended, the
direction of the goal of that team, and designate the throw-in
spot. The arm that is used to give the "time-out, no foul" signal
should also he used to give the direction signal. The official
must handle all out-of-hounds halls except after a field goal or a
successful free throw. Before administering an out-of-hounds
ball, the official should make certain that the oth.-r official is In
position and establish eye contact. Neither team should be
placed at a disadvantage by a quick or hurried administration.

3. If the wrong team plays the ball from out of bounds, the official
should blow the whistle and award the ball to the other team.

l 1 o
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4. The official should see that the ball is put in 1.iy from the
designat ed spot.

5. After a goal has been made, the leading official should see that
neither team attempts to delay the process of putting the ball in
play from the endline.

6. The official should hold the whistle on a throw-in from out of
hounds violation (see Rule 9, Sect. 33, k ) to see that no
advantage is gained by the team committing the violation.

7. No out-of-bounds is to he administered between the free throw
lane lines extended for fouls or violations.

K. After a time out is called following a successful free throw or
field goal, the ball may be thrown in from anywhere behind the
end line.

9. The official shall hand the ball to the player taking the throw-in.
Should the player refuse the ball after a reasonable time, the
official may placv the ball on the floor at the disposal of the
player and begin Ihe visual 5 second count.

Violations

I. Blow whistle, indicate time-out, no foul. name violation, and
give proper signal. For example. say, "Traveling, Blue out," and
at the same time rotate fists and indicate which learn is to take
the ball out of bounds by a horizontal sweeping or one arm and
hand fully extended in direction of the goal of that team. The
ball must be handled by the official who must also designate the
spot for the throw-in.
See that the ball is put in play out-of-bounds at the nearest spot
where the violation occurred. I Except as provided for in Rule 9,
Sect. 30, b.) (Figure 7.)

Note; When a violation occurs in the lane before a made field goal,
the basket is nullified. The official shall inbound the ball opposite
the free-throw line extended.

3. When calling the three-second lane violation and holding-the-ball
violations, count seconds silently by saying, 'One thousand one.
one thousand two, one thousand three," etc. The official shall
use a visual hand flick for counting.

4. The official "off the ball" watches for the three-second lane
violation. ,The lane violation does not apply during a jump ball,
or after the bail has been released for a try for basket and the
following rebound play. an offensive player in the lane
receives the ball within three seconds, that player has three
additional seconds to shoot or leave the lane.
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Toning BINA Rimponsibilitias

1. The trallibg official (T.0.) is usually "off the ball" when the ball
is in the leading official's (L.0.) area. The trailing official
should move into the court far enough to avoid blocking the
view of the scorns and thners. The trailing official needs to
move as the play moves on that side of the court.

2. The trailing official should be deep enough beyond the center

"Ile hi order to insure the hen "tie pcsdhle eve° if thtt meansdown to or beyond the free throw ine extended.
3. The trailing official is primarily responsible for the flight of the

hall on a try for a field goal and shall signal if the goal is success-
ful.

4. The trailing official should watch for three-second lane viola-
tions and fouls which occur as players move for position when
the trailing offkial is "off the ball."

5. The trailing officiai is primarily responsible for watching the
play on the ball as it is being advanced from the back court to
the front court. When the defensive team is pressing, however,
thr trailing official needs to take more initiative in following the
play on the ball in the backcourt.

6. On a fast break situation, the T.O. should move to a position
from the backcourt to allow the best possible view of any
contact that may result between players. Generally this posi-
tion will be down the middle of the court in view of the play
(Figure 6).

to

to

7. The trailing official has responsibility for the profile down the
nearest sideline in the frontcourt. (Figure 6).

I I
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tiNNOIN
tNtiOIDED

Vic:dodos: and non-shooting fouls that =lir inside the broken line area are
taken on the end line, but not betwoln the free throw lane lines extended
(except following a goal.)

Figure 7

Jaw adb
I. Call tie bails when they occur, giving signal for jump ball by

raising both hands overhead.
2. The official opposite the scorers and timers tosses all jump balk.

The other official takes a position between the sideline and the
playeis who are jumping.

3. The official tossing the ball watches for fouls and violations by
the jumpers. The ball shall be tossed higher than either jumper
can jump. After the ball is tossed, the official should hold that
Position until the play has left the immediate area. The official
should usually then move quickly into a trailing official position
on that side of the court. (F)gure 8)

4. The official not tossing the ball initially watches for restraining
circle violations and fouls by both rhe jumpers and nonjumpem
and moves quickly in the direction the ball progresses. This
official becomes the leading official and is "on the ball" after
the ball is tapped, regardless of whether the ball moves to right
or left (Figure 13). The official remains on that side of the court
until the movement of the ball enables adjustment to the
normal position of leading to the right, or when the clock is
stopped for a violation, jump ball, or foul the official would
regain the normal position.

S. There will be occasions when the non-tossing officiaI elects to
move along thc endline, past the basket. and to the other side of

3
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Flom 8. (Loading to the WO Not, *et Ow normal Moor division satin in
Figaro S simply manes for this situation until it is possible to mune indlog
to the right.

the court (a leading to the right position). When this occurs, the
official who tossed the Inn must adjust the floor position by
quwkly crossing the floor (Figure 9). This occurs when the ball
moves to the left after the jump. In all situations, the official
tossing the ball must adjust to the floor position of the now
tossing official.

Sti
T

77)::

Flews9

V6. The whistle shall be held for violations of Rule 7, Sect. 24a, b.
h. 1. After the jump no violation is called if the ball is con-
trolled first by an opponent of the player who committed the
violation.

1 a I,
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7. The'position of the official tossing the hall shall be held at the
outside edge of the circle to allow the playas to establish their
positions around the restraining circk. The official is assumed
ready to toss the ball at the time of stepping up to the jumpen
to make the toss. The tossing official shall make a verbal state-
limit to the players when ready to toss the ball (e.g., "Hold
your position(').

NOTE: For safety reasons it is recommended that the tossing official
take the whistle out of the mouth prior to tossing the ball and
use one hand to toss the ball.

Feels sad Fm Timm

I. Blow whistle and indicate time-out foul, by raising either arm
above the head with fist clenched and the other arm and hand,
intim down, fully extended pointing to the offender. Make strong
definite signals. On the initial foul call, with the arms extended.
hold that signal long enough so that the player knows the foul
was on her and she is told to raise her hand kr the use of the
signal. Move toward the scorer's table giving the number of the
offending player by the appropriate visual signals with the
fingers of one hand. Follow with the signal best designating the
foul; for example, the signal for blocking is hands on hips. At
the same time verbally give the color of the offending team.
number of the player, name of the foul and indicate the player
and penalty awarded; for example, "Blue 14. blocking, Red 10
shooting 2." Be sure both oral and visual signals are clear to the
players. other official, and SCORN and timers. Note the player
who was fooled. since this ptayer mutt take the free throw. The
official not calling the foul momentarily observes the players
before securing the ball, then proceeds to the proper position
for resuming play. This official should also check to see that
the player who fouled raised a hand.

2. The officials change sides cif the floor, and, therefore. endline
responsibilities before each free throw administration (except
after a douhle foul). After the officials change sidesof the floor.
the trailing official administers the free throw, and the leading
official moves to a position at the endline. The official under
the basket holds the ball on a free throw until the administering
official has communicated to the players the number of shots to
be awarded. The official under the basket (leading official) then
tosses the ball to the administering official (trailing official) who
hands it to the player taking the free throw.

5



3. The traihng offkial checks to see that the players desiring to
line up along the lane may do so and informs them as to the
number of shots before handing the haU to the player taking
the free throw. Both offcials give the signal for the number of
free throws awarded with the arm nearest the scorer. If (liON
than one free throw is to he taken, inform players that the hall
is dead wLether the free throw is made or missed. If only one
free throw is to be taken. inforon players that the hall is in play
if the fire throw is missed, The trailing official walelse's for
violations and fouls hy the player shooting and by tlw players
un tlw right side ol tlw lane and follows Me. flight of the ball
(Figure II,. The trailing official thus determines whether or
not the ball hits the rim and whether a point is scored.

4. The leading official takes a position as indicated in Figure 10 on
the first shot of a two shot foul, During the second shot of a
two shot foul or a bonus free-throw, the leading official takes
the position normally taken outside the end line when play is
centered at the basket in that official's own area. The leading
official, after initially indicating the number of free throws
awarded when the ball is handed to the player. may then drop
the hand(s). The leading official 14Wkites for pods and viola-
tions on the players on lite opposite lane line and then for
foists on the rehciund plays. The leading official should not
stand directly under the basket but rather in a position which
aliows the hest possible view of the play (Figure 11).

5. If the shot is made, the ball is put in play at the endline by an
opponent of the player who took the free throw.

6, If the shot is missed on the last free throw. th. officials resume
their usual duties and positions, on and off the ball.

X 11.0)

(TO)

figura 10.
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Figure 11.
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7. The whistle shall be held if a defensive player commits a viola-
tion during a free throw attempt to see that the free throw
attempt is successful.

S. The whistle is blown immediately if an offensive player com-
mits a violation during a free throw or there is a double viola-
tion.

9. Non-Shooting Fouls
a. The official making the call follows the normal procedure.
h. The officiid not making the call follows the procedure out-

lined in #1. Fouls and Free Throws.
c. The officials change sides of the floor before administering

the out-of-bounds ball at the nearest spot.
10. Shooting Fouls

a. I) The official not administering the free throw holds the
ball until the administering official communicates to the
players lined up along the lane that the bonus rule is in
effect.

2) This official then Oyes the ball to the administering
official who places it at the disposal of the free throw
shooter and steps to the normal free throw position
giving the signal indicating the bonus is in effect.

b. Intentional Fouls
1) Follow normal procedure for calling the feul.
2) Normal free throw procedures are to be followed and

the ball is in play with the second free throw.
c. Flagrant Fouls

I) Follow the normal procedure for calling a foul.
2) Before the free throws are administered the official

who made the call must notify the seaters and the
player of a disqualification.

3) The free throws are administered in the same manner
as an unsporting conduct foul; i.e., after the second
free throw the ball is awarded to the offended team
out-of-bounds at mid-court. There is no line-up of
players for the free throw.

4) During the free throw ail playeis other than the shooter
must be positioned hehind the restraining circle of the
basket at which the free throw is administered.

Taabnical Fouls and Flagrant Parional Foals

I. On these fouls, the ball is dead whether the free throw is made
or missed. The ball is put in play from out-of-bounds at the
division line by the team fouled. There is no free throw line-up.
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2. The ball m.ty be put in play front either side of the floor at Ike
division line. Should the team eaouse to put the ball in play on
the leading official's sideline. the leading official then becomes
the trailing official and the other official itttiomes the leaCing
of(icial, such as happens in some jump ball situations (Figure 8).

3. if this type of foul occuts during time-out for any other fool,
the penalty shall be administen:d after the first foul. Therefore,
play will resume at the division line with the ball in the posses-
sion of the team fouled.

4. During the free throws all players other than the shooter must
he positioned behind the restraining circle of the basket at
which the tree throw is administered.

5. The official calling the technical foul administers the free
throwts) by assuming position at the free throw line. The
official not calling the technical foul administers the ball out-a-
bounds at midcourt after the technical foul is shot.

Double Foul

I. Give the signal tor a foul and indicate each offender. Officials
need not change sides since no free throws are taken.

2. The ball is put in play at the neatest regraining circle by a jump
bail between any two opposing players who were in the paint at
the time the foul occurred,

3. If a foul occurs between the time the double foul occurs and the
jump ball is taken, the penalty for the double foul (jump ball)
shall riot be administered. Play shall resume with the penalty
for the techniczi foul. Aw

Feels Called at do &Id of iluieter. Half or Gems

1. The official shall call the foul immediately, then recognize the
timer's horn with the official% own whistle to indicate end of
quarter, half, or game.

2. The trailing official adndnisters the free throw(s) at once. The
ball ;ii dead after eat It free throw.

Nub Mob Our* ISOMi001 Of Won Gems Sluts
1. The official closer to the scorer% table should cheek with the

scorer before the quarter starts to see if all substitutes have
reported.

2. The official closer to the scorer's table tells the scorer to blow
the horn if a substitute has not reported when the captains
indicate to the official that they are ready to start play. (A
substitute has until the captains respond to the official to report
to the scorer.)

112
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3. the official in charge of the game blows a whistle to indicate
the end of the intermission and instructs both teams to take
their positions on the court. The official asks, "Captains
ready" If the scorer blows the horn after the captains have
signaled that they are ready to play. either official may call the
foul( 51.

4. When the foultst has been called, the officials adminktur the
tree throailist in the usual manner.

3. Whether the shot is made or missed, the hall is dead. The game
is started with -., iumP hall in the center circle.

b. The foul should he called even if it is discovered after the MI
has been tapped on the jump MI and play has begun. The free
throw is administered in the usual manner and play resumes
froni the point at which play was stopped.

7, If a foul for unsportsmanlike conduct or a flagrant foul is called
during intermission, the free throw shall he administered and
the hall awarded at the division line to the team which was
louled.

Tkne-Out

1. Skov whistle, raise one hand over head, fingers spread.and say,
"Time-out." Indicate to whom the tinw-out is to he charged.

V 2. If requested by a player on the court when that team is in
possession of the hall, call a time-out immediately. Any player
on the court may call a time out following a goal until the team
putting the, hall in play from the endline position themselves out
of bounds with the ball.

3. The official closer to the scorers table should see that the scorer
records the time-out for the team requesting it. Call a technical
foul if the number of team time-outs is more than five, award
the time-out and resume play with a free throw. Follow free
throw procedures for a technical foul.

4. in case of iniury or loss of contact lens, call a time.out:
a. when the ball is dead
h. when the ball is in control of the injured player's team
c. inimediately when necessary to protect an injured Player-

3. Secure the ball and note where it was when a timevut was
called.

b. An official4 tinie.out is not taken for equipment repair except
under extreme conditions or when deemed necessary by the
official.

7. During a team time4mt, the official not responsible (or putting
the hall in play should be positioned near the scorers table to
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bedion in substitutes. The official putting the ball in play
should retain possession of the ball at the spot where it is to be
put in play.

I. See that the ball is at the designated spot where it is to be put in

gay-2. hen the ball is put in play from outof-hounds afters team or
official time out. ask, "Timers ready?" and hand the ball to the
player making the throw-in. The administering official gives the
time-in signal as the ball is touched by a player on the court.

3. When the ball is put in play with a jump ball. sec that jumpers
are in position before tossing the ball. If the jump ball is
following a team timeeut or an official time-out. see that
jumpers are in position: ask, "Timers ready?" and then toss the
ball.

Substitution

The official closer to the sAirers' and timers' table is in a good
position to beckon substitutes onto the floor, hut either official may
do so. The official should make certain that the player substituted
for hes left the court.

Warnings and Disqualification

I A coach or team follower may be instructed to leave the gym-
nasium for certain fouls (Rule 12. Sect. 39. PENALTY for
Sect. 39. # and b. 420. The first foul is considered a warning:
the third infraciion of the above mentioned foul will result in
the officials' request for the offender to leave the gymnasium.
At the time of the first foul, it would be wise for the official
who called the foul to remind the offender that the third foul
will result in a request to leave the area. If the Individual refuses
to leave, the team must default the game.

1. The officials should see that the disqualified player lean the
gime before the free throw is taken, beckon substitute to enter
the court, and follow regular free-throw procedures.

3, For a single disqualifying foul, the official calling the foul
should notify the player of the disqualification and follow
regular free throw procedures by awarding the ball at mid-court.

End of Morten end Hikes

I. Father official may recognize the timer's horn with a whistle
and say, "Quarter" or "Halftime." SS the case may be.



2. The refefee shall check the official scorebook, announce the
Seofe, and snake sure that captains are notified three minutes
oefore the start of each half.

3. The officiab should secure the game ball and prohibit practice
with it during intermissions.

End of Came

1. Either official may reLvgnize the timer's horn with a whistle and
say "Game." The timets' horn ends the game.

2. Thu referee shall check the official %casebook and announce the
score if it is nut visible.

3. Both officials sign the official songbook.
NOTE: In ease of a discrepancy in the scorebook, the referee may

examine any available statistics in order to reach a decision.

Coordinsting OflieI* Rutin
1 . It is important not only that each official Performs assigned

tasks. hut that each is aware of ihe other official's duties and
bow each can help the other.

2. Be aware of the position of the other official. This is especially
important following jump balls and/or out-of-bounds plays on
the leading officiars sideline. The leading official should
primarily be resOonsible for the adjustment of position on the
court. Be flexible: adjustt Do not have "tunner' vision; view a
large area of the court.

3. Double whistles do not imply bad techniques. As a general rule
when a double-whistle situation occurs, the offickl under the
basket (lead) should make the can.

4. Assist other official on out-of-bounds plays or in any other way.
S. Use time-outs and Intermissions to confer about problem

situations which have occurred. It is wise to seek opinions and
advice of the other official. It may seem wise to speak to a
player, coach or entire team about roush play or poor behavior
if such exists.

Genesi Seggestions

I. Give decisions accurately and quickly. Do not delay calls es-
cept for the few violations where holding the whistle is thdi-
cated. The whistle is held in the following instances:
a. On a free throw. if the defensive team commits a violation.

to see if the free throw is succeseful (Rule 13. Sect. 42.c).
b. On an out-of-hounds play while the throw-in is being made,

to sec that no advantage would be given to the team com-
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mitting the violation if the penalty were administered
(Ruk 9. Sect. 33,i, k).

The line violation signal may be used to indicate that the official
saw the violation but is holding whistle,

2. Be consistent in calling fouls. The slight physical contact or
brushing of opponents caused by players moving rapidly on the
cou.t should not be penalized unless the offended player is
placed at a disadvantage because of the contact, or roughness
results.

3. Whenever an official deems it necvssary to take time out to give
a warning for an infraction of Rule 12, Sei.i. 39, the official
must call a technical foul since that is the proper procedure for
a warning for violation of Rule 12, Sect. 39.

4. Maintain a firm but friendly attitude toward both teams.
S. Show a sense of humor appropriate to situations that may arise.
6. ile quietly efficient. Avoid calling attention to yourself through

unnecessary noise or gestures.
7. Be conscious of tonal inflections so that the voice does not

become monotonous or acciriig.
H. Never talk with a whistle in tn: mouth.
9. Be able to give arm signals with either arm to permit the SCOWL

timers, and/or players to see the signal more clearly.
10. Be certain that the hands are raised well above the head when

giving the signals which indicate time-out and time-out foul.
I I. In general, make your signals as large as possible and hold them

as lung as necessary for maximum communication.
12, Accept constructive criticism gracefully.
D. Whenever the ball is dead. officials van maintain the continuity

of the game by taking their positions quickly.
4 14. Remind captains in preiame to hand the ball to the official on

all dead halls.

Signals las shown on boa cover of this Guide

The goal is awarded signal should be used to clarify, for scorers,
players and spectators. situations in which there might be a question
as to whether oi not a goal counts (for example, at the end of a
playing period, when an offensive or defensive foul occurs on a shot
for goal or any other situation when deemed appropriate).

The signals added to illustrate the fouls most frequently occurring
are given after the time-out foul signal.

Bolding The clenched fist is already raised on a foul; then
simply grasp the wrist with your other hand in front of the
hotly.
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Pushing or charging Extend the arms in front of the body in a
pushing motion.

illegal use of hands: hacking Make a chopping motion with one
hand on the wrist area.

Blocking Mace both hands on hips.
NOTE: it may he helpful to point to that portion of the body that

caused the contact. For example, the knee may have been
extended, therefore, give the signal for blocking, then point
to the knee.

The violation signals are all to be preceded by the time-out, no
foul signal and followed by appropriate indication of the direction
of the ball.

The signal incidental contact communicates to the players that
"No four or violation occuned. ft implies that the official saw the
play ur action and their ivas no foul or violation. Often a player
moving through the lane trips over the feet of another player, or on
a shot for goal the guard legally blocks the ball; the player, thinking
there was a foul. looks at the official as if to say "Didn't you see
that?" This signal gives the official a way to communicate with the
player in a nonverbal manner.

A wrist or hand flick counting seconds when time is limited for
putting the ball in play is desirable, but not required.

Olirnsive find place one hand behind head.
NOTE; Many offensive fouls occur with a push-off motion with the

elbow. After indkating the offensive foul with the proper
signal, it may be helpful to point to the elbow indicating
such a motion.

Bonus SUMMON arms extended at shoulder height and parallel
to the floor with the forefinger of each hand fully extended.
Fut the second throw drop the arm away from the score table.

Menge in Signals

4 Change the signal for traveling to rotation of the clenched fist in
place of the rotation of the open hands. Change the signal for
holding to holding wrist st waist.

./Player leaving designated spot for throw in Give time-out no foul
signal, then point with open hand to the designated area.

4Three seconds in lane Give time-out no foul signal. then drop the
arm to a horiional position. sweeping It from side to side toward
the lane.

ill7
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Traveling

,

QUESTIONS ON TECHNIQUES
Questions concerning officiating techniques In basketball

should be directed to:
JUNE L. COURTEAU
9041/2 Iowa Street
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

Inquiries must include a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Ar
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NAGWS GUIDES PUBLISHING SCHEDULE
ANNUALLY
SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING GUIDE
SOCCER GUIDE and RULES REPRINT
VOLLEYBALL GUIDE and RULES REPRINT
BASKETBALL GUIDE and RULES REPRINT
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING & DIVING GUIDE
TRACK & FIELD GUIDE
BIENNIMELY EVEN YEARS
SOCCER TIPS & TECHNIQUES
"TENNIS GUIDE .- ARTICLES
"BADMINTON SQUASH - RACQUETBALL

GUIDE ARTICLES
GYMNASTICS GUIDE -ARTICLES
ARCHERY FENCING GUIDE ARTICLES
FLAG FOOTBALL -SPEEDBALL GUIDE

ARTICLES
FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE -ARTICLES
SKIING RULES
LACROSSE GUIDE -ARTICLES

BIENNIALLY ODD YEARS
BOWLING GOLF GUIDE ARTICLES Jan. I
TRACK & FIELD TIPS & TECHNIQUES

ARTICLES ONLY (not avail, 19791 Jan. 1
SOFTBALL GUIDE and RULES REPRINT-

A RTICLES Jan. I
**TEAM HANDBALL ORIENTEERING

GUIDE ARTICLES Apr. 1
BASKETBA LL VOLLEYBALL TIPS &

TECHNIQUES ARTICLES ONLY July 1
AQUATICS TIPS & TECHNIQUES Aug. 1

*Deliveries requite up to six weeks after publishing date. If you
wish to have special handling. request so from AAHPERD Promo-
tion Unit. 1 201 16tk St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
**Change-over effective for May I, 1980.

Publishing Date
Jan. 1
Apr. 1
June 1
July I
Aug. 1
Sept. 1

Apr. 1
May 1

May I
May I
May 15

June 1
June 1
Sept. I
lan. I

SCOREBOOKS
B ASK ETBA LL

VOLLEYBALL

SOFTBALL

FIELD HOCKEY

Summary of Types of NAGWS Guides
Rules and Officiating (e.g.. Synchronized

Swimming)
Articles and Ruh* (e.g.. Tennis, Flag

Football-Speedball)

Articles only Tips and Techniques Series
(e.g., Aquatics, Basketball, Volleyball)

Rules only (e.g., Skiing)
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